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Artificial intelligence offers automation for the information society. Proponents
make big claims of the benefits to businesses and society and at the other end of
the scale pessimists see existential risks.
At Cambridge Consultants we do not believe that either the hype or the concerns
should be ignored. History shows that humans are prone to underestimating both
progress and risks. The impact that AI has on society and businesses in the future
will be strongly influenced by the decisions made in boardrooms and parliaments in
the next few years and the vision that we collectively shape.
Some trends enabled by advances in AI are already starting to
become clear…
 The telecommunications sector will be an AI pioneer,
by virtue of it already being highly digitised and driven
by strong competition between vendors, operators and
OTT players. Many features of 5G networks (e.g. SON,
beamforming) and IoT networks (characterised by high
volumes of data) will depend on AI techniques to reach
their maximum potential. The increasing complexity
of communications networks will continue to grow the
number of attack surfaces and hence is likely to depend
on heavily on AI-powered, autonomous cybersecurity
systems
 Voice personal digital assistants are already becoming
widespread in the home. By 2025 we envisage voice
conversations becoming a significant means of interaction
with digital systems. Today’s chatbots provide a means of
interacting with a computer system or device in natural
language. Your voice personal assistant will no longer
be tied to a device but will follow you around and be
sensitive to the context. We may also start to see virtual
reality and augmented reality (VR and AR) interfaces
gaining mainstream adoption
 The wide adoption of voice personal digital assistants
paves the way for the augmented human in many industrial
fields and at home. We see a future in which doctors and
nurses are empowered to tackle more complex conditions
by a personal physician’s assistant, lawyers can instantly
access all relevant precedent and parents are freed from
domestic chores and life admin to spend time with their
children. We are optimistically looking forward to a future

where people are freed from unenjoyable tasks and have
more time to think and to care. However – tasks that many
regard as unenjoyable may represent a source of income
for others. The transition will need to be managed carefully
so that the benefits of AI can be shared across society
 We expect to see data-led customisation: in healthcare
with personalisation of treatments, in education with
personalisation of teaching methods and curricula, in
entertainment with custom virtual reality games and
maybe even in government
 Of course, we also expect to see significant numbers of
fully autonomous vehicles on our roads and in our corridors
transporting people and goods to where they will be required

Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to the application
of techniques that appear intelligent to the
layperson.
Historically hand-coded algorithmic techniques
(such as those used by automatic mail-sorting
machines) have been described as AI but in
modern usage, AI is often simply shorthand for the
application of machine learning (ML) techniques.
Recent successes in ML have greatly broadened
the scope of applications to those that hand-coded
techniques alone would be impractical for.

HOW WILL WE GET THERE?
In the short term, AI progress will be in tangible applications
with relatively low risks. Hence, over at least the next 5-10
years we’ll continue to layer narrow AI on top of narrow AI
(in the way that we write firmware, operating systems, apps
and subroutines on top of each other) to achieve increasingly
sophisticated applications. Much of the technology required
to achieve the vision of the future described in this document,
with widespread adoption of AI, is already here. The bigger
challenges and obstacles relate to putting in place the
systems, governance and business models to enable adoption
whilst minimising risks.
We believe that the rate of progress and future outcomes of the
potential that AI techniques already offer will be determined
by three things:
 VISION – the inspiration and drive that our leaders show will
shape the direction of AI
 TRUST – AI systems often operate as a black box. Allowing
them to operate autonomously requires users and society to
trust the contents of the black box to work in their interests.
Part of the solution will be investment in explainability of AIs
 DIGITISATION – unless systems are digitised, AI systems will
be hampered in their applicability – industries that rely
heavily on human relationships and do not make use of
digital systems and processes face the additional barrier of
moving from analogue to digital
It may be difficult to distinguish which changes and impacts
should be ascribed to AI, given its complementarity to
advances in robotics, big data, IoT, communications, 3D
printing, novel manufacturing processes and other emerging
technologies. AI is an enabler that unlocks the potential in
many other fields of human progress that cannot progress as
effectively on their own.
The enabling trends that in combination have triggered the
recent explosion in the capabilities of AI, and more specifically
machine learning, will continue to improve its abilities. That
is to say compute power and efficiency, digitisation and data
availability. Big step changes will still continue to emerge from
advances in new techniques as the field of research matures.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) were introduced in
20141 and have since shown great promise, notably in relation
1
2
3
4
5
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to image processing2. Recent work on capsule networks by
Geoff Hinton of Google/University of Toronto also shows
promise in relation to computer vision3. As more researchers
rush into studying AI and its applications, more breakthroughs
can be expected in the coming years.

Narrow AI – a narrow AI is an autonomous system
that can carry out a single task. For example,
Deep Blue can only play chess; self-driving car
systems cannot operate autonomous aircraft
and autocorrect systems cannot write novels
independently.
General AI – a general AI is a system that can
apply intelligence to any problem. Some consider
these to be as intelligent as humans. These
might be systems more akin to those portrayed
in science fiction: KITT in Knightrider, Marvin
the Paranoid Android of the Hitchhikers Guide
to the Galaxy or more ominously, Skynet in the
Terminator franchise.

RISKS
In the longer term some commentators have warned about
superintelligence. Stephen Hawking, Elon Musk and philosopher
Nick Bostrom4 are amongst the high profile thinkers to have
signed the Future of Life Institute’s open letter encouraging
efforts to research the safety of AI5.
Before we reach the point at which a potentially dangerous
superintelligent system might emerge, there are relatively more
mundane but equally significant risks to tackle. These risks
relate to widespread unemployment from the destruction of jobs,
allocation of responsibility for autonomous systems, unintended
consequences and catastrophic failure of autonomous systems
in unexpected situations. How these might materialise and the
impact they have depends on how as a society we reorganise in
response to the change and how value chains and businesses
are restructured.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2661
https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/vincent
https://www.wired.com/story/googles-ai-wizard-unveils-a-new-twist-on-neural-networks/
http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/stephen-hawking-artificial-intelligence-could-wipe-out-humanity-when-it-gets-too-clever-as-humans-a6686496.html
http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/03/elon-musk-billion-dollar-crusade-to-stop-ai-space-x and http://www.nickbostrom.com/
https://futureoflife.org/ai-open-letter/
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Opinion really is split amongst AI experts as to whether the net
impact on society in terms of jobs or wealth will be positive6.
Our view is that the outcome is not predetermined – the
benefits will almost certainly be captured by whoever acts
soonest and fastest.

STEP INTO THE FUTURE
AI will enter nearly every aspect of peoples’ lives similar
to the way in which microprocessors and connectivity have
permeated in the past half-century. AI systems are already
embedded in speech and image recognition (Apple’s Siri,
Amazon’s Echo, face recognition in electronic border gates),
in ad-serving algorithms and e-commerce (‘You may like’
suggestions) for example. As with current applications, the
spread of autonomous systems will be visible only through
the applications that are enabled. We will see increasing
complexity in the world as new business models establish
themselves and old ones are disrupted.
As a technology developer active across a number of
industries, we have spent a lot of time considering what AI
means for our clients. For this report, we have taken a step

A superintelligent autonomous system would
meet or exceed human intelligence, creativity
and social skills. With a vastly superior memory
base, intellect and ability to multitask, a
superintelligent system would be able to easily
outcompete humans in any way it may choose.
If this occurs then a superintelligence would
have the potential to cause massive destruction
to humans and the environment.
The concept of superintelligence is often
associated with the notion of a technological
singularity, where an AI system triggers runaway
technological growth by continuously improving
and replicating itself.

1 THE PRODUCTIVITY CONUNDRUM: WILL
AI HELP US BREAK INTO A NEW CYCLE?
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such as farming, mining and labouring, to factory work and
most recently to knowledge work.

The economy of the developed world grew strongly in the mid20th century, driven by improvements in technology, but we
have been stagnating for at least the last decade. In the main
because the technology we are surrounded by is no longer
improving our efficiency.

Computing and the internet had a huge impact on the efficiency
of the office, as technology took the strain. Many manual
tasks such as filing, archiving and financial planning were
eased by desktop applications such as word-processors and
spreadsheets. Major accounting and logistics systems allowed
corporations to have a closer eye on operational performance
and the internet improved and accelerated communications
over traditional letters and faxes.

Progress in the middle of the last century was driven by a
broad range of developments and technologies. Think of the
adoption of the automobile, the widespread deployment of
electricity and the use of new materials, such as plastics.
Alongside better technology, there was a move towards
urbanisation and centralisation, as workers moved from jobs

Then, in late 2008, the financial markets were rocked by
the collapse of Lehmann Brothers, one of a number of major
incidents that came close to causing the collapse of the global
financial system. We still have not recovered from that crash
and the repercussions of the recession that followed are still
being felt.

1.1 GLOBAL PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH IS FALTERING

5-year rolling average of growth in GDP per hour worked
6%

further back and considered a longer term view. Here we
share our thinking, including:

5%
The productivity conundrum: will AI
help us break into a new cycle?

The scale of opportunity and disruption compared to historical episodes of
technological change

4%
What the near future holds for certain domains

UK
USA

6
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For example http://www.millennium-project.org/millennium/Future-WorkTechnology_2050.pdf , http://www.arm.com/markets/artificial-intelligence/ai-survey and
http://www.elon.edu/e-web/imagining/surveys/2014_survey/2025_Internet_AI_Robotics.xhtml
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What this all means for governments and regulators. What is driving AI? What
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If you can’t beat them, join them: What
AI means for government
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The AI renaissance: why it is taking off
now and where it is going
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1%
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The magnitude of the risks that need to be mitigated against the potential
upsides that are being proposed
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Unintended consequences? Society in
the age of AI
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 Will lawyers operate in a different way?

Japan

1981

 Is the healthcare sector likely to be radically reorganised?

Germany

3%

1979

 How AI will enable the communications networks’ needs for truly
smart cities

G7

1977

 How could the role of voice digital assistants expand?

Annualised growth

AI Futures

FIGURE 1: Growth in GDP per hour across major economies
SOURCE: Based on OECD data7

7

Cambridge Consultants analysis of data extracted on 5th December 2017 from OECD.Stat
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The key question we need to consider is whether AI will help
us return productivity growth to the rate seen in the second
half of the twentieth century. We will also consider what
can be learned from major technological inventive steps in
history and how they can inform how AI must be delivered.

1.2 AI HAS THE POTENTIAL TO DRIVE PRODUCTIVITY
IMPROVEMENTS AND HENCE ECONOMIC GROWTH
There are a number of reasons for us to believe that AI will play
a positive role in the future development of society and our
economy. History has taught us that many technologies have
driven step changes in the way we live and work but that they
often face a delay as they move from innovative early adopters
to delivering widespread impact.
That impact, when technology does come of age, is generally
societal, with the benefits offered by new technology becoming
integral into society and delivering a net benefit across the
whole of a population. Such impact is not just linked to earnings
but also to quality of life – with life expectancy increasing and
the amount of time spent working reduced.
Despite this promise, we are currently in a period where
productivity growth has dropped back from the very high
levels seen towards the end of the last century. It appears that
the benefits offered by technological innovation are slowing.
However, there is a strong school of thought that the current
period of stagnation will come to an end and we will again
return to greater growth8.

8
9
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The key argument in the book is that a phase of innovation,
fuelled by heavy, and sometimes speculative, investment has
been followed by a financial crash, and then by an extended
period in which the technology is deployed properly. If we think
about the most recent cycle of IT and telecommunications, the
dot-com crash of the early 2000’s led to a significant crash,
with the Nasdaq dropping to less than 30% of its December
1999 value in September 2002.
Many major corporations that drove early innovation in
IT and telecommunications were victims of this early
boom, with software companies such as online grocer
WebVan.com, clothing retailer boo.com, telecoms equipment
vendor Nortel Networks and telecoms operator, WorldCom
all ceasing trading. What is interesting to note is that many
of the propositions that failed in the early 2000s are now
commonplace on the internet.
If we look at the previous 4 cycles identified by Perez, we
see a period of strong growth after the turning point, where
investment is no longer speculative and a steady period of
growth is driven by these technological innovations maturing.
What is not currently clear is where we are in this fifth cycle.
Following on from the dot-com crash of the early 2000s, we
then found ourselves in deep financial crisis later in the same
decade. We have seen 10 years of low growth and stagnation
since then but there are signs of more mature technology
businesses delivering value in a sustainable way.

For example http://www.techceocouncil.org/clientuploads/reports/TCC%20Productivity%20Boom%20FINAL.pdf and http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/7951155/
“Technological Revolutions and Financial Capital: The Dynamics of Bubbles and Golden Ages”, Carlota Perez
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2000

5th Cycle
Information and
Telecommunications

1971

1945

1929

4th Cycle
Automobiles and Mass
Production

1908

1875

Although many economists no longer agree with Kondratiev’s
hypothesis, there are several other theories that have
technological innovation at their core. One of the most
interesting is the work of Carlota Perez, a professor at the
London School of Economics. In her book9, she traces five
boom-and-bust cycles of technological innovation: the
industrial revolution; steam and railways; steel, electricity
and heavy engineering; oil, cars and mass production; and
information technology and telecommunications.

1847
1851

Economists have long considered the cyclical nature of the
global economy and there are many theories around how
the future will develop. One of the early developers of such
theories was Soviet economist, Nikolai Kondratiev. In his key
work in 1925, he looked at Western economies and saw a
pattern of “boom and bust” driven by technological innovation
and then a period of stagnation.

1895

3rd Cycle
Steel, Electricity and
Heavy Engineering

1890

2nd Cycle
Steam and Railways

1829

Many of today’s internet-based tools and applications
are focused on lifestyle, targeting leisure time and
personal interactions with apps and social media. But it
is improvements in productivity that will drive economic
growth, helping us move us from a market that is competing
on price, to one that is competing on impact.

1st Cycle
Industrialisation

1797
1800

It is plain to see that none of the markets shown are currently
experiencing the productivity growth that they have in the past.

TECHNOLOGY HAS PLAYED A PART IN LONG-WAVE ECONOMIC CYCLES

1771

One of the key observations of the crash was that
unemployment in many markets did not grow at a rate
commensurate with the economic collapse. One reason
was, as shown in Figure 1 above, that growth in productivity
dropped during the same period: more hours were worked to
support a consistent output. It is also interesting to note that
productivity growth was already falling in the G7 from 2005.

AI: UNDERSTANDING AND HARNESSING THE POTENTIAL

DEPLOYMENT TURNING TECHNOLOGY
POINT REVOLUTION
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Factories and mechanisation Steam powered railways
Canned and bottled food
Canals & water production
Industrialisation and coal mining Heavy engineering
Rise of cotton industry
Spread of manufacturing
Telegraphy

Cars and mass production
Microprocessors
Home appliances & refridgeration Internet and mobile phones
Widespread use of oil
Flexible production & logistics

Land speculation
Credit market panic

Railway panic
European revolutions

First Baring’s Bank crisis
US depression

Great depression
World War II & authoritarianism

Industrial growth
Increased exports
Investment in US and India

Growth of cities
Huge increase in manufacturing
Increased education

Internationalisation
Cold War spurred innovation
Progressivism in the USA
Welfare state
Commuting & suburbanisation Widespread home ownership

Dot-com crash
Global financial crisis

FIGURE 2: Five cycles identified by Carlota Perez
SOURCE: Based on Carlota Perez

Although there are several internet companies now posting
substantial profits, there are still many that attract high
valuations on the basis of limited revenue and little, or even
zero, profit. This serves as a reminder of the previous crash
and makes it hard to judge whether we have yet started the
“Deployment” phase where new technologies cease to be
trailblazing and make a material impact on wealth creation.
It is during this Deployment stage where we can expect
technologies, such as AI, that have been in the research and
start-up domain for a long time, to come of age and become
significant enough to drive recognisable change in society and
wellbeing.
TECHNOLOGICAL ENHANCEMENTS HAVE DRIVEN SOCIETAL CHANGE
Since the first industrial revolution, we have seen developments
in technology drive a change in society. Some of the most
drastic changes were during and after the first industrial
revolution. Starting in the late 1700’s in Britain, techniques

10

such as water power, led to the construction of large factories
and mills close to suitable rivers and streams.
These factories needed access to a large number of workers
(for example, Richard Arkwright employed 600 people at his
mills in Nottingham and Cromford in the 1870s).10 This in turn
meant that workers had to be housed close to the factories
and so communities were constructed for those workers to
live in.
This move from “cottage industry” where goods were often
manufactured on a small scale within the home or a small
business to operations on a far larger scale brought a major
improvement in productivity. As well as making many of the
business owners very wealthy, these improvements in output
also slowly led to improvements in living conditions, with better
access to healthcare and education made available to factory
workers. Although it was a very slow process, improvements
in life expectancy started from the beginning of the Industrial
Revolution and have continued to this day.

http://www.bl.uk/learning/timeline/item107855.html
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Average UK life expectancy

PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH CAN MEAN WE WORK LESS

THROUGHOUT HISTORY, NEW TECHNOLOGY HAS CREATED JOBS

One of the key societal changes driven by industrialisation
and technology is that we are now working far less than our
predecessors a century or more ago. Almost all technological
inventions drive a reduction in labour for a given output. Of
course, we can see that benefit in two different ways:

Although most new technologies have led people to worry
about jobs, history can demonstrate that each wave of
innovation has actually led to there being more people active
in the workforce than previously.

90
80

Lifespan (years)

70
60
50
40
30

1. We gain a greater output for the same amount of time
committed

20

RETAILER
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A commonly quoted example was presented by the American
economist James Bessen, who observed that the adoption
of automated teller machines (ATMs) in the US actually led
to an increase in the number of people employed as bank
tellers15. Although the number of tellers employed per branch
dropped, the number of branches increased, driven by lower

STAFF HEADCOUNT

2016 REVENUE

STAFF PER £M

10

08

Ocado

11,90218

£1.4Bn19

8.5

TABLE 1: Operational metrics for Aldi and Ocado

Changes in US employment between 2006 and 2016
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4000
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This raises the key question of the moment: can AI help us
return to the economic growth we saw for the preceding two
hundred years?

UK Office of National Statistics
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IS.SHP.GOOD.TU
http://www.nation.co.ke/business/Yearly-mobile-money-deals-close-GDP/996-4041666-dtaks6z/index.html
“The times they are not changin’: Days and hours of work in Old and New Worlds”, Michael Huberman and Chris Minns, Explorations in Economic History 44 (2007)

Photographic process workers

Executive secretaries and executive
administrative assistants

Desktop publishers

Switchboard operators, including
answering service

Semiconductor processors

Medical transcriptionists

Telecommunications line
installers and repairers

Data entry keyers

Couriers and messengers

Meter readers. utilities

Bakers

Administrative assistants, except
p;egal, medical & executive

Barbers

Computer and information
systems managers

Computer support specialists

The decrease in hours worked has been driven by both a
reduction in the working day and an increase in the total
holidays taken. The trend has plateaued since the 1990s
which, coupled with the drop in productivity growth shown in
Figure 1, provides a clear view of the economic stagnation we
are currently seeing.

Software application
and web developers

-100%

Meeting , convention
and event planners

-50%
FIGURE 4: Average hours worked in developed economies
SOURCE: Huberman and Minns, 200714

Interpreters and translators

 Mobile payments in East Africa changed how business was
conducted and enabled workers to efficiently and cheaply
transfer money to relatives elsewhere in the country. In
Kenya, it is now responsible for carrying transactions
valuing almost half the country’s GDP13

3.4

Radio, cellular and tower
equipment installers

 Containerisation of transported materials first gained
popularity in the 1930s and the current system was
standardised in the 1960s. It has led to a system that
can efficiently support transport of dry goods by road,
rail or sea, with container port traffic increasing from
225 million units in 2000 to 679 million in 201412 and
has helped fuel the development of China as a global
economic player

80

1900

 Home refrigeration allowed people to keep food safely
and reduced the need for daily shops. This in turn, was
one of the technologies that enabled women to stay in
the workforce, being economically productive rather than
focusing purely on domestic tasks

£8.7Bn17

200%
4500

1870

These were probably the greatest developments in society due
to technology and we continue to see further developments
through the ages that continue to allow new interactions,
business models and behaviours:

>30,00016

Decreasing hours working in developed economies
90

1880

Although there are many reasons why life expectancy improved
from the second half of the 19th Century, the reduction of infant
and childhood mortality is often cited as the most impactful
reason. Urbanisation brought people closer to expert medical
care and, eventually, delivered better sanitation.

What has actually happened is that both benefits have
materialised. There has been such an increase in productivity
that we have been able to both produce greater output and
benefit from working less. Figure 4 below shows that the
average person in a developed economy worked just over half
the hours in 2000, compared with 1870.

Aldi UK

Makeup artists

2011
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1991

1981

1971

1961

1951

1931

1941

Female

FIGURE 3: UK life expectancy over time (SOURCE: ONS11)
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2. We can reduce the amount of time allocated to work whilst
maintaining output

Hours per week and days per year
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0

FIGURE 5: 10 year growth for example jobs in the US
SOURCE: Derived from US Department of Labor data20
15
16
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“Learning by Doing. The Real Connection between Innovation, Wages, and Wealth”, James Bessen, 2015
https://www.aldi.co.uk/about-aldi/corporate-responsibility/people
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-41384179
http://www.ocadogroup.com/who-we-are/our-people.aspx
http://results16.ocadogroup.com/
https://www.bls.gov/
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cost of entry to new markets and changes in regulation
that allowed banks to compete across state boundaries.
The most successful banks also moved the tellers from
simply performing administrative tasks to being relationship
management specialists and driving the adoption of a more
customer-centric approach to banking.
Another interesting example is to compare the operations
of two supermarket retailers in the UK: discounter Aldi and
online-only retailer Ocado. Since we pick our own goods when
we visit an Aldi store and drive ourselves home, more of its cost
base is linked to physical assets and less to labour. Ocado, on
the other hand, have a greater number of staff per unit sale
performing those tasks that shoppers perform themselves in a
bricks and mortar store. As shown in Table 1, Ocado employs
2.5 times more staff per £1M of revenue than Aldi UK.
Even if we consider the fact that Ocado employs around 1000
people in its high value technology unit, it still employs many
more people at an operational level.
What we can see is that technology may have moved the
location of jobs or changed the specific roles of individuals
but, at least in these cases, it has not led to an overall drop
in demand for workers. If we look to the US in the period
from 2006 to 2016, we see an increase in number of people
in work of 6%. As shown in Figure 5 above, there are some
jobs that have grown significantly whereas others have faced
a notable decline.
There are a number of trends that can be identified in the
data above:
 The decline in telecommunications line installers and repairs
has been countered by the increase in radio, cellular and
tower equipment installers, highlighting the slow migration
from fixed to wireless services for communications, as
predicted by Nicolas Negroponte almost 30 years ago21

It is clear that, over the last two hundred years, technology has
enabled people to work less, whilst benefiting from an improvement
in quality of life. As discussed, there is evidence that jobs have
been created by technology, although we must acknowledge that
the specific skills required within a workforce can change over
time. For example, some argue that social skills are increasing in
prominence as a requirement for high paying jobs22.
AI CAN HELP DELIVER SOCIETAL BENEFIT
To enable AI to deliver its full potential we need to consider
not just the underlying technology but how society itself must
evolve to take advantage of the opportunity we are presented
with. As well as developing and exploiting technology (as
described in Section 4 – The AI renaissance: why it is taking
off now and where it is going), we must also consider how we
train the workforce of tomorrow to fully exploit the value of AI,
rather than seeing it as a threat.
AI is also following a similar trend to other significant technology
developments where there is a strong push from technologists
and entrepreneurs at the start but a likely need for governments
to engage to address societal challenges as the approaches
mature. As we discuss in Section 5 – 5 If you can’t beat them,
join them: What AI means for government, AI offers the potential
to revolutionise education, security and healthcare, but it could
also have a direct impact on the operation of our society.
In a world where productivity is delivered more via automation,
we have the potential to trade wealth for quality of life like
never before. Many of the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals23 could be impacted by a society making the most of
AI. For example, changes in economic value generation could
drive the adoption of a universal basic income, or better
supply chain management could massively reduce the 1.3
billion tonnes of food waste per year24.

 Jobs like photographic processing and desktop publishing
have been hit due to people printing less and the rise of online
communications and social media, but the improvement in
global communication has led to an increase in the number
of roles for interpreters and translators

It is also clear that a lack of infrastructure could limit the
benefits delivered by AI to only those who live in more developed
economies. According to the UN, “About 2.6 billion people in the
developing world are facing difficulties in accessing electricity
full time”. Whilst we in developed economies are driving the
research and development in AI, we must continue to consider
how we ensure benefits can be delivered as widely as possible.

 Perhaps the most interesting change is to note the increase
in roles that are providing more discretionary services, such
as bakers and barbers

To discuss the impact of AI on productivity contact
Paul Beastall, Technology Strategy Director
Paul.Beastall@CambridgeConsultants.com
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https://www.ted.com/talks/nicholas_negroponte_a_30_year_history_of_the_future
http://www.nber.org/digest/nov15/w21473.html
http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-consumption-production/

2 AI FUTURES
What might a future with mature AI technologies deployed
actually look like? Will the way we interact with the digital world
change? How might organisations and business models change?
What will our jobs look like?
We considered the trends that we see in our work across a range
of technologies and industries and considered how AI will affect
them in the medium term: 5-10 years from now. In order to
understand the possibilities in practical terms we developed
some future scenarios envisaging the impact on:
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smartphones but the proliferation of connected devices in
the home, at work, worn on the body and elsewhere in our
environment will fundamentally change the way we interact
with the digital world. We expect our primary interaction with
the digital world to shift from the smartphone to personal
voice digital assistants, available wherever we are.
Many of the technological components for this vision are
already available, but a seamless device-less experience
will take a number of years to emerge as connectivity and
integration need to be overcome first.
TECHNOLOGY

 THE ‘AVERAGE’ PERSON INTERACTING WITH TECHNOLOGY – Today we
might characterise our interaction with technology and the
digital world as driven by the smartphone. AI techniques are
driving the emergence of ubiquitous personal voice digital
assistants
 CONNECTIVITY IN THE SMART CITY – 5G promises to provide the
connectivity needs for the many exciting use cases envisaged
but AI provides the ability to coordinate the complex moving
parts that the network needs
 HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS – How might organisations involved in
the health sector be different? We explored trends in primary
care, personalisation of care and care in the home that AI
might accelerate
 AN EMPLOYEE – How might a white collar worker’s role change?
We considered how a lawyer’s work might be impacted
In exploring these scenarios, a theme of human augmentation
emerged – with the possibilities of AI harnessed to complement
human qualities, rather than replacing or eradicating them.
It is also clear that much of the technology that enables these
scenarios is already here, or nearly here. Delay arises from
the time taken for business models and digital services to be
constructed, regulatory hurdles negotiated and for consumer
adoption to take hold.
This is one set of possible futures. How exactly the potential
of AI is felt is up to decisions in parliaments, boardrooms and
around kitchen tables in the very near future.

2.1 REPLACING THE SMARTPHONE WITH A UBIQUITOUS
VOICE ASSISTANT
In the next 5-10 years we will have reached ‘peak smartphone’
in rich-world countries. We will all still have tablets and

25

This vision of a truly ubiquitous and reliable voice assistant
relies on a number of technological trends which are reaching
maturity now or in the coming years, most notably:
 SEAMLESS CONNECTIVITY EVERYWHERE – or at least a user
experience that seems to be seamless, as promised by 5G.
Some devices will communicate with a local hub (a home
router, car modem or smartphone) but eventually directto-cloud devices will form part of the connectivity mix.
Multiple chatbots and services will be accessed through
one voice interface providing a consistent experience rather
than the disjointed, patchy services available now
 LOW COST COMPUTE AND STORAGE to process the vast
quantities of data and information needed by advanced
digital services such as voice assistants. Centralisation of
compute offers economies of scale and multiplexing gains,
but edge compute and embedded AI will have a role to play
for certain applications where latency or data sovereignty
are important
 LOW POWER CONSUMPTION SILICON AND LOW COST ENERGY STORAGE
OR ENERGY HARVESTING – sensors and actuators need to have
long lifetimes and low costs to operate without constant
human intervention. ‘Smart dust’ is around the corner25
 DIGITISATION OF SERVICES AND AUTOMATION IN THE HOME AND
OFFICE – Without digitising products and services the
benefits of AI would be difficult to be brought to bear
 BROADENING THE SKILLS OF AI – Current AI powered applications
tend to focus on narrow tasks. More ‘general purpose’ AI is
harder to design and train but will be required to operate in
a context-aware service
We see this vision as a process rather than a destination. As
these enabling technologies progress, the voice assistants that
we envisage will become ever more useful and will be adopted

https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/media/press-releases/low-cost-iot-breakthrough
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2.2 YOUR AI POWERED PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT
7:30 am
BREAKFAST BRIEFING

7:09 am
OPTIMAL WAKE-UP
Your AI assistant wakes you
up by opening the curtains at
the optimal point in your sleep
cycle.

GOOD MORNING!

HERE’S WHAT’S
HAPPENING
TODAY ...

There’s no traffic today so it
can afford to wait a little longer
for your lightest sleep. You
only need to be at work for a
9am meeting anyway and you
prepared everything yesterday
evening when it reminded you.

Arrive at work, handover to
‘professional mode’ – a siloed AI
assistant which carries over only
areas from your personal life that
you allow it to
During your lunch break, you switch
it back to your personal mode and
it recommends a new sandwich bar
in town. It gives you turn by turn
instructions whilst discussing work
and other topics of your day so far.
You tell it you may be travelling to
Asia with work soon. It knows you
haven’t been before so briefs you on
the main cultural points, and some
visa requirements.

12

WORK MODE
ACTIVATED

... 15 MINUTES
TO THE OFFICE.
YOUR FIRST
MEETING IS AT
9AM WITH AMY
AND ERIC TO
DISCUSS ...

It reminds you when it is time to leave
to take the kids to school. You also
need to sign a permission slip and make
payment for an upcoming trip. In the
past you’ve often left this as late as
possible so it’s reminding you now as it
is the deadline day.

6:00 pm
HOUSEKEEPING HELP

9:00 pm
SOCIAL AI

Your AI assistant suggests potential
dinner recipes based on what you
like, what you have already eaten
today, your activity levels and what
you have in the fridge. – Synthetic
meat ragu tonight?

After putting the kids to bed, you
check in with your online dating
persona. It has been built up
from your interactions with the
voice assistant and is your avatar
in cyberspace. It’s met with lots
of people and feeds back its
experience to you.

Your AI assistant knows that you’ve
been considering replacing the
dishwasher for a more efficient,
quieter model.

... TAKE THE
NEXT LEFT ...

Down to breakfast. Your AI assistant
has your coffee ready together with a
personalised report of the news across
the world and amongst your friends and
family. It asks if you are interested to
know the latest results from the Winter
Olympics, based on what you asked
yesterday.
Some items in the fridge need
replenishing – you are asked to confirm
before the order is placed. A drone will
drop it off later.

The AI assistant gives you a run
through of the day ahead as
you walk across the landing to
wake the kids and head back to
the bathroom.

9:00 am – 5:00 pm
PROFESSIONAL MODE
SWITCH

8:00 am
AUTOMATED COMMUTE

It has actively gone out into the
market to find the best models and
best prices available and explains
the best options to you. You agree
to its recommendation but ask it
to see if it can negotiate a lower
price in return for a slower delivery
timeframe.

ADD TWO
CHOPPED
TOMATOES

After dropping the kids off,
carry on to work. The car is
fully autonomous on most roads
so you can brief yourself on
your upcoming meeting in the
periods when your attention isn’t
required. The playlist in the car
has been set automatically based
on the mood your AI assistant
has sensed so far today.
There’s a queue of traffic up
ahead. Your AI assistant knows
that the alternative routes are
clear but no faster so keeps you
on the same route.

It describes a couple of people
that you might want to meet in
person and who expressed some
interest in you.
Your AI assistant offers to set up
a date with one of them at your
favourite VR bar and then suggests
its time for an early night.
It has already prepared your room
by gently dimming the lights, and
adjusting the temperature for a
restful sleep.

ARRANGING YOUR
DATE FOR FRIDAY

...
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more widely across consumers’ lives. People will gradually
transition away from the current smartphone-dominated world
into one where the digital world is not just accessed through a
screen. Some studies suggest that the transition has already
begun26.
PLATFORMS
As connected devices proliferate through the home, and
as services are increasingly accessed digitally, consumers
will find it increasingly unpalatable to manage everything
themselves. Platforms that combine and manage multiple
devices and services will be crucial. This is one of the key
drivers for the adoption of the personal voice assistant.
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keen interest too.

 Infrastructure maintenance – bridges, pavements, lights

Since many platform providers are already household names –
they may well be the gatekeepers that coordinate and protect
user data on behalf of others. Legislation aimed to protect
citizens’ rights are being implemented, such as the GDPR in
Europe27 and data sovereignty laws in various jurisdictions.

 Public safety – flood or fire detection, security

Creative solutions to protecting consumers, complying with
legal requirements, and providing cutting edge services may
provide opportunities for others in the market. Telcos, for
example, as providers of the ‘pipe’ to consumers’ homes, could
be well placed to act as guardians of consumer data.

 Mobility – infrastructure and enablers for connected and
autonomous vehicles, drones, and efficient, responsive
public transport
These applications rely on complex flows of data and
instructions. AI has a significant role to play in delivering the
communications networks that will enable this. As business
models become clearer and AI technology matures we expect
to see more smart city applications emerging and gaining
adoption.

BUSINESS MODELS
Current voice assistant products – Alexa, Cortana, Google
Assistant/Home, Siri – aim to provide a platform for a wider
ecosystem of products and services. Some even interoperate
or coexist on certain devices. It is possible this state of affairs
will continue, with users able to choose between services
without lock-in, but it seems unlikely to fall into place easily.
This is important to consumers used to buying products and
services from a wide range of vendors and the technology
industry will need to get this right.
We expect that as the voice assistant market grows, competition
between platforms will inevitably grow, potentially slowing the
development of the market as a whole. One way of avoiding this is
through the use of open standards to define interfaces between
devices, services and platforms, analogous to the experience of
the successes of standardisation in telecoms equipment since
the late twentieth century. If the internet giants do not find a
path forwards it seems likely that competition authorities will
step in as they have done to regulate wholesale interconnection
and net neutrality in the past.

All participants in the ecosystem will need to proactively design
secure systems and gain the trust of consumers. Where mistakes
are made, governments and regulators will undoubtedly take a
26
27
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https://uk.kantar.com/tech/mobile/2017/have-we-reached-peak-smartphone/
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/index_en.htm

will be beamforming, particularly in mmWave frequencies.
This technique uses multiple antenna elements to form narrow
‘beams’ to specific users or areas. This can provide benefits
for peak speeds, coverage and power consumption amongst
others but its full capabilities will rely on AI to be fully realised.
Beamforming in complex city environments requires complex
signal processing to account for changes in the communications
channel (such as those caused by refraction, reflection and
attenuation). Beamsteering in real time adds further complexity
and time sensitivity to the problem. Given the complexities on
timescales ranging from hundreds of microseconds to long-term
seasonal variations – the real-world beamforming gains realised
through conventional techniques are bound to underperform
those realised through the adoption of AI techniques.

SHARING RESOURCES
It is probable that a range of successful business models will
emerge to support the personal voice assistant ecosystem.
Google’s approach harvests data that is monetised through
advertising. Amazon’s approach hopes to nudge users into
making purchases through its own platform. Sonos and others
primarily gain one-off revenues from selling smart home
devices. AT&T’s Digital Life platform and Deutsche Telekom’s
QIVICON (which also underpins KPN’s SmartLife) operate a
subscription model.
In their role as intermediaries it is likely that voice assistants
will play an increasing role in customers’ relationships with
service providers, such as retailers, banks and utilities. These
organisations are also likely to see some reconfiguration of
their business models as a result of ceding elements of the
direct consumer relationship.
Each approach has its own risks and benefits and it is probable
that a diversity of approaches will continue to coexist, provided
that ultimately consumers recognise the value to them.

TRUST
It is perhaps obvious to say that trust will be a crucial component
of the system that enables the world of the personal voice
assistant. To gain the full benefit of the service, consumers
will need to allow access to their personal data: gathered from
sensors in the home, wearables, diaries, social media accounts,
bank accounts. The list will continue to grow. Not only will
consumers need to share data, users will need to devolve
authority to their ‘AI persona’ to carry out tasks, transactions
and communications on their behalf. Blockchain may have a
role to play in underpinning this sharing.
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2.3 IS AI THE MISSING PIECE FOR A TRULY SMART CITY?
Smart cities will use a network of sensors and actuators to
understand and optimise the way in which they operate. This
could include a data-driven approach to:
 Power generation, storage, distribution and saving – the
‘smart grid’

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Smart city applications will vary significantly in their
communications characteristics – fire detection sensors may
only need to send a message very rarely, pollution sensors may
send small regular (but non-time sensitive) packets regularly and
infrastructure providing safety critical communication about the
situation at an upcoming junction to an autonomous vehicle may
send large amounts of data, requiring a low latency link.
In the past, disparate needs have been served by different
networks – Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) networks for small
payloads, 4G for consumer mobile video streaming and TETRA
or P25 for safety critical emergency service communications.
The vision for 5G is to provide all this with one network by slicing
its resources according to the requirements of each application.
Determining how to best allocate these resources in real time is
something that only AI will be able to achieve. It is likely that this
may be sufficiently complicated that AIs will be required to train
AI tools that will themselves operate the network.28
Radio spectrum is likely to become an even more constrained
resource in the smart city. Currently spectrum is typically
assigned to applications in a static manner on a band by band
basis and then within bands it is allocated between users with
limited re-use (e.g. Programme Making and Special Events
using gaps in TV white space). The predictive abilities that AIs
enable bring new possibilities in spatial and temporal re-use
of spectrum, potentially unleashing a step-change in practical
spectral efficiency.
BEAMFORMING

 Waste collection, management and recycling
 Environmental monitoring and management – detecting
and responding to water levels or pollutants

Another feature of 5G that will be of crucial importance to
maximising the efficiency of communications in the smart city

28
29
30
31

Fixed line and wireless networks will both have a role to
play. The heterogeneity of the smart city and smart city
applications will demand heterogeneity and flexibility from its
communications networks.
Small cells will be a key feature, providing the dense network
that will be needed to provide high speed broadband throughout
the smart city. Macro cells operating in low frequency bands
will continue to provide baseline coverage and in-building
penetration for a number of use cases. Fixed line connections
and fibre rings will provide a high speed backbone to underpin
the wireless network.
We expect that small cells will connect to reconfigurable mesh
networks, providing resilience, flexibility and speed. Starry
Beam29 and Facebook’s Terragraph project give a clue as to
how this might work30 in practice – mmWave wireless networks
that offer a challenge to fixed copper and fibre backhaul and
consumer lines.
Compute is another area of heterogeneity. Centralised servers
will be required for many applications that rely on collating
data from disparate sources to draw insight and elicit actions
– identifying public health trends for example. AI embedded
in autonomous vehicles, drones, smart recycling bins31 and
elsewhere are examples of compute being distributed out
towards the network edge.
AI will play a role in enabling the complex network architecture
of the smart city. Other applications making use of AI will also
draw a benefit given the enabling role that communications
infrastructure plays for AI tools and services.

https://www.cambridgewireless.co.uk/media/uploads/resources/Virtual%20Networks%20Group/08.02.17/VirtualNetworks-08.02.17-Aria_Networks-Jay_Perret.pdf
https://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/telecom/wireless/after-a-long-silence-starry-startup-says-millimeter-waves-perform-admirably-in-beta-for-ultrafast-wireless-broadband
https://code.facebook.com/posts/1072680049445290/introducing-facebook-s-new-terrestrial-connectivity-systems-terragraph-and-project-aries/
https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/media/press-releases/smarter-way-recycle
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2.4 CITY OF THE FUTURE – HOW AI ENABLES SMART CITIES
NETWORK SLICING

ENABLING IOT

AI BEAMFORMING

Network slicing will play a
bigger role in 5G.

IoT requires low cost delivery
at a huge scale. AI can enable
traffic pattern predictions
for optimal utilisation of the
network, reducing the cost of
connectivity.

Enhanced mobile broadband
(eMBB) will require extensive
spatial re-use of spectrum in
crowded areas. Beam forming
is part of the solution but it is
computationally intensive.

AI embedded devices and
sensors will eliminate
unnecessary communications,
and mobile edge computing
will allow handling of vast
quantities of contextual data
in real time. This will preserve
battery life and reduce the
cost of transferring data.

AI will reduce the
computational load so that
this is possible in real-time,
with moving devices and
complex radio environments.

AI might help to predict
what data needs to be
buffered to minimise service
interruptions, how to make
use of caches and different
connectivity options and
manage the network slices.
E.g. this could be used to
dedicate a slice of network
resource to provide a
seemingly ubiquitous service
for an AI assistant.

DYNAMIC SPECTRAL
SHARING
Increasing demands on
spectral resources will make
dynamic sharing, based on
predictions of how and when
communications will occur,
essential. This will only be
possible at scale through
the use of cognitive radios
and AI techniques due to the
complexity of the task.

RECONFIGURABLE
SMALL CELLS
There will be a large volume of
data heavy applications with
mobility throughout the smart
city. Small cells will be a key
enabler for many applications.
Traffic patterns on each cell
will be highly variable so it is
likely that operators will need
to use reconfigurable mmWave
fronthaul to connect many of
these small cells to the core
network. Predicting traffic
demands and reconfiguring the
network accordingly will need
AI-enabled automation.

SMART GRID

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

The smart grid needs twoway communications between
meters, appliances and
equipment. AI will be used
to control its operations and
perhaps even run electricity
market clearing. LPWA and
5G networks will enable these
communications.

AI will help prioritise
the communications of
autonomous vehicles to
ensure network resource is
always in place for safety
critical functions.

AI embedded devices,
operating semi-autonomously
from the remainder of the
grid, will minimise the need
for connectivity to centralised
hubs and relieve pressure
on the communications
networks.

Embedded AI will also be
needed to help autonomous
vehicles to continue
to operate safely when
interruptions in connectivity
stop their data feeds.

INCREASED SECURITY
A more complex network has
more attack surfaces.
AI can detect abnormal
activity and architect network
policies compliant with
security policies.

DYNAMIC
SHARING
16
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2.5 GIVING MEDICS MORE TIME TO CARE
PRIMARY CARE

PERSONALISATION OF CARE

Family doctors will operate in a more
efficient, and more personal way.

Bespoke care will become the norm
rather than the exception.

Chatbots can provide an efficient, first
line for healthcare organisations
Chatbots compliment first line care,
making simple preliminary diagnoses,
potentially offering solutions or helping
to make appointments with a doctor
or nurse.

‘Physician’s assistant’ AI collates
patient data from medical history and
wearables

Health insurance will take
account of more and more
information

This provides clinical decision support
using all the data available to it and
based on the latest collaborative
research. It is used as a support
– the final decision remains the
responsibility of a qualified doctor.

Some people may be reluctant
to share their data but many
will choose to opt-in as insurers
provide discounted healthcare.
Insurers use of medical data is
likely to be regulated to ensure
that the market is not undermined
by precise information on risk
factors for serious conditions.

Discovering new drugs becomes more
efficient

Data lakes and AI techniques uncover
emerging health trends

Treatments are delivered on an
individual basis

New candidate compounds can be
selected for trials with the use of AI,
streamlining the current process. Our
catalogue of medicines will continue
to grow.

Big datasets gathered from research
and development, medical records
and wearables across many
individuals will form the basis of ‘data
lakes’ that will be used by medical
researchers, public health experts and
pharmaceuticals as sources for their
ML algorithms to discover new insights
and uncover emerging trends in public
health.

Although adding a layer of complexity
for organisations, modelling to
produce precision medicine which
targets treatments to an individual will
significantly increase the effectiveness
of treatment and reduce wastage.
Gene mapping insights start to
become commonplace, feeding into
AI assistants in a collaborative system.

CARE IN THE HOME
Medical and social care will be increasingly
decentralised and delivered in the home.

Healthcare will be about stopping
people getting ill, not making ill
people better
New technologies will monitor
your day-to-day condition using
voice assistants, wearables and
implantables. Organisations will
actively reach out to those who need
it, rather than waiting for patients to
come to them. This move to proactive,
outcome-led care will fundamentally
change the way healthcare providers,
insurers and payors interact.
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Organisations will increasingly rely on
more effective use of data

Reduced admin means a greater
focus on interacting with patients

As an example, the combination of
AI image recognition and human
radiologist offers a step change in
diagnosis as faster, more accurate
results become available.

Currently upwards of 30% of time
is spent on administrative tasks.
An AI assistant can reduce this,
and help organisations place
a greater emphasis on patient
interaction.

Vulnerable patients can remain in
their home for longer

Earlier discharge from hospital is
enabled by the smart home

Medication will be taken more
effectively

There will be demand to stay at home,
where virtual friends and chatbots
can help in everything from tackling
loneliness to reporting accidents.

Sensors and devices providing safety
features and assistance in the home
ensure that the recovery progresses
as planned. This will mean only
the acutely ill will need to remain
on hospital wards, there would be
less need to keep patients ‘in for
observation overnight’.

Personal AI assistants and smart
drug dispensers in the home will
help monitor and enforce medication
regimes for the forgetful or busy,
with data being fed back to medical
professionals to intervene if required.
Money spent on treatment is more
likely to have the intended effects.

In combination these will help people
maintain independence longer, and
change the relationship between these
individuals and organisations.
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SECURITY
With the proliferation of applications, the enormous number
of connected devices and the potentially sensitive nature of
data being shared, security will be paramount. The smart city
communications network will be too complicated to manually
monitor and AI will play a crucial role in preventing and
detecting security breaches. On the other hand it will also play
a role in carrying out attacks on behalf of malevolent actors.
The constantly changing nature of cyber-attack and malware
mean that security systems will need to learn quickly and
operate proactively, without direct human guidance, to react
quickly to emerging threats. This is simply not feasible without
AI – large-scale and machine-speed directed attacks on
already complex networks and systems will only be possible to
detect and defend using AI.

2.6 MASS PERSONALISATION OF HEALTH AND WELLNESS
Demand for medical care continues to grow, with waiting
times in the UK up by a third since 201532 and a shortage
of 62 000 to 95 000 doctors predicted in the US alone33.
This will only continue as populations grow and age, and “rich
world diseases” such as Type 2 diabetes spread to emerging
economies.34
AI enabled tools will help meet this demand and address the
need to maintain and improve health and wellness despite the
challenges of cost and demand. Robotic surgeons aside, the
physical environment in your local doctor’s surgery may not
change much, but the way in which services are delivered will
be increasingly data-driven.
Given the approvals required to introduce new technologies into
the regulated medical space, we expect that mature AI driven
products and services will first gain adoption in unregulated
health and wellness applications. AI enhanced productivity
tools will also have a part to play in the next 5-10 years.
PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE
AI technologies have an enabling role in the trend towards
outcomes based care – where the proactive objective of
maintaining or improving health and wellness is pursued in favour
of a reactive approach that deals with episodes of ill-health.

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
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Chatbots embedded in personal digital assistants or accessed
via smartphone will form part of wider, health monitoring
systems plugged into medical records and the stream of
data from wearables and environmental sensors in the home.
These will prompt people to go to the doctor, or provide
reassurance that it is not required. For some providers they
may play a gatekeeper role, providing an initial assessment
before granting a video or face-to-face appointment with a
real doctor or nurse. They may provide the reassurance that
the “worried well” need that their symptoms will pass, which
could have a significant impact on medical waiting times.35
Chatbots and digital assistants will be able to give personalised
advice on how to stay healthy – drawing on information about
the contents of your fridge, heart rate, mood and so on. This
has the potential to nudge people into making better, or at
least more informed, choices and ultimately reduce the cost of
medical intervention. This will have the greatest impact in the
developed world where many increasingly common conditions
are to some extent preventable (e.g. obesity, Type 2 diabetes
and coronary artery disease).
Collating data from wearables on key biomarkers and data
from environmental sensors in the home are key to enabling
this vision. Inevitably the need to collect and interpret such
personal data raises challenges that will need to be overcome.
Recent controversy over the sharing of patient data by a
regional health authority in Britain with Google’s Deepmind
gives a clue to the scale of objections that may arise36.
Significant benefits will need to be proven to enable widescale
adoption and for the full benefits to be realised.

Partnership working between an AI diagnostic tool and
trained doctors are likely to become increasingly common. In
one 2016 study39 an AI achieved 92% accuracy in identifying
breast cancer in scans compared to a human accuracy of
96%. Combining the two together, however, reached 99.5%.
It is likely that in 5-10 years time most test results and scans
will be pre-analysed by a diagnostic tool to assist human
doctors in their decision making.
A physician’s assistant would also offer access and
interpretation of drug databases, ‘have you considered…’
prompts for conditions that might be regularly missed or
overlooked treatments. The rich seam of data from patient
wearables, implantables and environmental sensors will
reduce reliance on patients’ faulty recollection, allowing
doctors to make their diagnoses and treatment plans more
quickly and accurately. That will leave them more time to
properly engage with patients, or alternatively time to see
more patients.

A physician’s assistant could also provide diagnostic advice
and decision support. Last year IBM’s Watson system
diagnosed the precise condition affecting a leukaemia patient
in minutes, by cross referencing her information with oncology
records. Doctors had been looking into the condition for
months.38

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/06/01/gp-appointment-waiting-times-rocket-towards-three-weeks/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/brucejapsen/2016/12/30/u-s-still-faces-doctor-shortage-despite-specialist-growth/#a01fdc41aa74
https://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2016/11/daily-chart-8
An AI triage system developed by Babylon Health found that 50% of cases did not need to see a doctor.
https://innovator.news/combining-artificial-intelligence-with-human-medical-expertise-1f1a97196421
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2131256-google-deepmind-nhs-data-deal-was-legally-inappropriate/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/brucelee/2016/09/07/doctors-wasting-over-two-thirds-of-their-time-doing-paperwork/#286251ff5d7b
https://www.theguardian.com/healthcare-network/2017/mar/11/artificial-intelligence-nhs-doctor-patient-relationship

CARE IN THE HOME
There is demand for patients to spend less time in hospital
and more time at home. Hospitals want to free up beds on
wards and patients would typically rather be in a familiar
setting amongst family and friends.
Smart home technologies enabled by AI will play a role in
helping the elderly or disabled to live more independently, on
their own terms. Home robotics assisting in food preparation and
washing, fall detectors, voice control and other innovations will
help with day-to-day living. Drug dispensers, wearable biosensors
and digital companions can help with monitoring health and
give confidence to family, medical professionals and patients
themselves that they are being closely monitored, even without
round the clock staff on site. Ultimately these trends might
enable a decentralisation of care away from general hospitals.

2.7 ARTIFICIAL EMPLOYEES

ACCELERATED DRUG DISCOVERY AND PERSONALISATION OF TREATMENT
AI tools are already playing a role in therapeutic discovery,
with big investments from majors such as Merck and GSK, as
well as startups such as Berg investing in the technology40.
The discovery and simulation capabilities of AI techniques
will have an impact on all parts of the pharmaceutical funnel,
from identifying candidate compounds, to narrowing fields
of use and evaluating effectiveness in humans, through to
simulation and accelerating testing. Together these will help
grow the catalogue of medicines available to healthcare
professionals.

PHYSICIAN’S ASSISTANT
Administrative tasks take up a significant proportion of medical
professionals’ time. One study found doctors spent half of their
time doing paperwork – much of this out of hours37. Streamlining
administrative tasks through better designed workflows and
reliable automation could increase the amount of time doctors
and nurses have to interact with their patients.
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The explosion of data on individuals, and at a population
level, will also have a dramatic impact on early diagnoses and
the ability to personalise treatment. Researchers from Sutter
Health and the Georgia Institute of Technology showed they
could predict heart failure up to nine months before doctors,
by analysing electronic health records 41.
Genomics data combined with deep learning AI techniques
is also leading to the emergence of personalised medicine –
tailored to an individual’s genetic makeup – within a number
of years. In a trial by Merck in 2017 a chemotherapy drug
targeted at patients with a particularly high level of the PDL1 protein was found to be significantly more effective than
a traditional ‘untargeted’ treatment42. Personalisation is
already on the way.

39
40
41
42

Numerous studies in the past few years have forecast the
loss of both blue collar and white collar jobs to automation,
but how would an automated legal firm operate? How would
a lawyer’s work differ? The infographic on the following page
shows how the lifecycle of a project could look.
OFFLOADING TIME CONSUMING TASKS
A significant proportion of legal work relates to ‘discovery’ –
finding relevant contracts, legal precedents, case-law in the
jurisdictions where it is relevant, and so on. This is typically
carried out by junior staff and is likely to be amongst the first
tasks to be automated.
This raises a number of challenges. For example, how will
staff be trained if tasks that typically form part of the learning
process are automated? It seems likely that the nature of
knowledge and skills required at senior levels will change and
therefore this may mean that traditional learning on the job
will need to be reconfigured. One possibility is that AIs will
provide sector specialist knowledge whilst human lawyers will
provide the critical interpretation.
MAKING BETTER DECISIONS
The ability to quickly carry out research and simulate many
scenarios could lead to more informed decision making. AIs

https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.05718
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-ai-is-transforming-drug-creation-1498442760
http://www.nvidia.com/object/deep-learning-in-medicine.html
https://www.ft.com/content/4e825268-6432-11e6-8310-ecf0bddad227 (behind paywall)
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2.8 THE AUGMENTED LAWYER
1. LEAD GENERATION

2. EARLY DISCOVERY

AI-enabled programs will
monitor the news and other
data feeds to identify new
casework. For example,
possible patent infringements
or breaches of contract. They
will even be able to learn new
laws and regulations as they
are passed.

Most legal work relies on
tremendous volumes of research
and understanding: the context
of the case, understanding
of existing contracts, legal
precedent. AI-enabled systems
will automate much of this
work by identifying and triaging
relevant information ready for a
human lawyer to review.

Legal chatbots will also
provide simple initial advice to
clients and refer more difficult
problems to a human lawyer.

This is a direct transfer of the
less skilled, more laborious
work from the lawyer to the AI,
enabling the lawyer to focus on
adding more value.

A prioritised summary will give
a human lawyer or solicitor the
information they need to brief
their client and take on new
cases.

4. DRAFT, REVIEW
AND NEGOTIATE
Having understood the legal
basis and their clients priorities,
adversarial AI agents will
negotiate a draft contract
acceptable to both parties
There may be some final
revisions required from human
lawyers representing each party
but the bulk of negotiation
will be carried out quickly and
with potentially new creative
solutions emerging.
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5. FINAL DECISION
CONTRACT READY

Having reviewed the AI-generated
contract or agreement, human
lawyers will advise their clients on
their actions. This provides for some
final human ethical and general
checks before clients are committed
by their signature.

3. SIMULATION AND
SCENARIO PLANNING
Given the low costs incurred up
to this point it is possible clients
won’t have been charged any
fees yet.
Legal representatives will need
to decide a course of action
with their client, deciding on
many areas: negotiation or court
hearing? Which legal arguments
to use?
Many different scenarios can be
simulated by an AI to help the
lawyer select the approach most
likely to result in success.

6. COMPLIANCE AND
MONITORING
Having signed contracts and
closed the case, an AI-enabled
lawyer’s assistant will review and
evaluate the case to improve
performance for the next case.

REVIEWING CASE ...

In addition, compliance with the
contract will be monitored and
future actions may be flagged up
to the lawyer as a lead…
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could consider many possible courses of actions to form
a view of their relative risks. They may enable case law to
be identified that may not have previously been thought to
provide relevant precedent or highlight overlooked clauses in
contracts.
We even see a role for Generative Adversarial Networks (an
AI technique) in generating and negotiating new contracts –
perhaps even identifying structures that would not ordinarily
be identified by trained lawyers.
In the next 5-10 years we would still expect humans to be in
the loop, and making the final decision. It may be possible
to teach AI’s ethics and morality but the process will not be
complete in this timeframe. Human values are learned and
not easily described, let alone encoded. What’s more, they
change over time, so AIs will be best restricted to an advisory
role until this is mastered.
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 Those who can already access legal
representation may become more litigious

and

 Either outcome, or both, could emerge so the net impact
could be a fairer society, or the opposite. If a wealthy
corporation can currently hire the best lawyer for its needs,
then technological evolution is unlikely to alter its ability
to buy the services of the best AI unless something else
changes.

This section is a collaboration by multiple authors from
across Cambridge Consultants.
For further information, contact
Michal Gabrielczyk, Senior Technology Strategy Consultant
Michal.Gabrielczyk@CambridgeConsultants.com

GENERATING NEW CASE WORK
Already, intelligent data mining techniques are being used by
journalists at Reuters to discover leads43. Evolved versions of
these techniques could be deployed in the legal domain. For
example:
 Monitoring compliance with contractual obligations –
particularly if blockchain contracts become mainstream
 Identifying new clients and their needs
 Assessing the impact of new legislation on clients and their
contracts
 Assessing the impact of laws broken and obligations
unfulfilled
It is possible that the additional case work generated through
these techniques could mitigate or outweigh job losses due
to automation. The net effect depends very much on how
business models change and how society adapts.
CAN WE DO MORE FOR LESS?
If AI-enabled automation makes the cost of providing legal
advice lower, two broad outcomes could emerge:
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3 UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES?
SOCIETY IN THE AGE OF AI
3.1 THE AGE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Recent developments in AI, and specifically in machine
learning, have enabled advancements in fields as diverse as
user interfaces, security and intrusion detection, marketing,
medical diagnostics and financial trading. AI applications
to-date are focused on narrow tasks, while the creation of
machines capable of general intelligent actions remains a
dedicated field of research. Meanwhile, over the next 5-10
years we can expect to see expanding applications of AI that
we can characterise as:
 Improvements to existing digital services, or
 New digital services, typically enabled through integration
with devices or datasets that would be ineffective without
human interaction
The potential transformations to how we live, work and relate
to each other as a society are so profound that AI is one of
the key pillars enabling a revolution that the World Economic
Forum terms the Fourth Industrial Revolution.44
Like its predecessor, the Fourth Industrial Revolution is
fundamentally a digital revolution, but distinct from its
predecessors through velocity, scope and systems impact.
These transformations can lead to heightened standards
of living, enhanced safety and security, regeneration of the
natural environment through better asset management and
more generally, greatly increased human capacity.

3.2 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE COULD BE THE BEST OR
WORST THING TO HAPPEN TO HUMANITY
Developments in AI, and more broadly the set of enabling
technologies underpinning the Fourth Industrial Revolution
(including advanced robotics, the internet of things, 3D printing,
synthetic biology and autonomous vehicles) will have a profound
impact on society. These developments are already changing
how we work, who works, how we live, how much we earn, how
many people live on the planet and where they live.

 The barriers to receiving legal advice may be lower, to the
benefit of those who could previously not be represented
on the grounds of cost

To many, these changes are frightening. Fundamentally, this
can be attributed to two primary reasons:

43

44
45

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/609558/how-reuterss-revolutionary-ai-system-gathers-global-news
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 AVERSION TO CHANGE – previous industrial revolutions have
shown us that companies, industries and ultimately
individuals who embrace and shape change, prevail, while
others who do not adapt with new technology, struggle
often to the point of failure
 FEAR OF UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES – technology is often
riddled with unintended consequences. Undoubtedly,
Henry Ford did not intend to create traffic jams. Nor did
the engineers who built the routers enabling the internet
anticipate that their technology would one day be used as
a platform for the distribution of ransomware
It is tempting to attribute both of the above to inadequate
adaptation by society and individuals. Then again we would be
foolish to not consider this to be an over-simplification. At the
very least, in most instances there are winners and losers. This,
in turn, fuels fear of bias and unfairness, whether accidental
or deliberate. Male-designed AIs which accidentally propagate
or magnify gender bias in major institutions, a wealthy few
in Silicon Valley driving the rich-poor divide wider or pushing
ideals attributed to western society, etc. Society itself must be
fairly represented and in charge of maintaining a fair balance.
In the case of AI there is also an increased fear of
technological backfire – one that is in effect the contrary to
what was originally intended. In this scenario, society is no
longer capable of controlling a superior level of intelligence.
It is difficult to dismiss such scenarios, particularly when we
are still at the infancy of this technological development. Even
Stephen Hawking is unsure about the outcome, suggesting
that “the rise of powerful AI will either be the best or the worst
thing ever to happen to humanity.”45

3.3 WILL THE BENEFITS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO
SOCIETY OUTWEIGH THE RISKS?
Increasingly useful applications of AI, with potentially
profound positive impacts to society will dominate over
the next 5-10 years. We outlined some examples relating
to personal digital assistants, smart cities, healthcare and
professional services such as law in Section 2 – AI Futures.
It is for society to decide whether these benefits outweigh
the risks. For society to be in control we need to introduce
frameworks to ensure that AI systems do what we want them
to do. This opens a set of fundamental questions, including
the definition of we and our objectives that are not always
rational, are not necessarily shared across society and tend
to evolve over time.

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-what-it-means-and-how-to-respond/
http://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/the-best-or-worst-thing-to-happen-to-humanity-stephen-hawking-launches-centre-for-the-future-of
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 MANAGING CHANGE in such a way that broader society,
not just select organisations, benefit equitably from the
adoption of AI

Klaus Schwab, founder and executive chairman of the World
Economic Forum, compared the top three companies by
revenue in Detroit (Ford, GM, Chrysler) in 1990 with the
top three companies in Silicon Valley (Apple, Facebook
and Google) in 2014. The differences are staggering, and
foreshadow a future scenario. The two groups generated similar
revenue, however the Silicon Valley companies employed
ten times fewer employees. More strikingly, the market cap
value of Silicon Valley companies is forty times higher that
of the Detroit counterparts. This change raises fundamental
questions about distribution of wealth in a society where value
generation47 is decoupled from traditional employment.

These concerns have been acknowledged broadly across
society, including by AI practitioners. Views vary on the
likelihood and impact over time. Nevertheless actual and
perceived AI safety is required for society to embrace, and
therefore benefit from, adoption of AI. Achieving this will
require the likelihood and magnitude of risks to be understood
so that appropriate mitigations can be put in place.

UBI has been tested, with trials in India showing promising
results including on productivity50 and with other trials ongoing.
For example, a large scale pilot is being held in Finland during
201851. The choice of the most appropriate fiscal measure –
robot tax, UBI, progressive taxation or another – is a political
one. The best approach will undoubtedly differ between nations.

Academics and technologists are actively collaborating on
these issues. Policymakers are also taking an interest – as
discussed in Section 5 – If you can’t beat them, join them:
What AI means for government.
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3.5 MANAGING UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
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Societal transformation has been a feature of all major
technology shifts, as we outlined in Section 1 – The
productivity conundrum: will AI help us break into a new cycle?
Some dismiss the anxiety associated with changes fuelled by
AI by extrapolating from society’s ability to adapt through past
technological shifts. Yet, the velocity and scope of the changes
associated with AI is expected to surpass that experienced in
previous technological shifts. It is therefore entirely possible
that the road ahead will be challenging for many.
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1994

3.4 MANAGING CHANGE

17

Retail

Unintended consequences can be both positive and negative.
Negative unintended consequences can range from drawbacks
in addition to the desired (positive) effect, to major backfires
on a scale that obliterate any positive effects. Most contention
associated with the adoption of artificial intelligence derives
from AI’s potential for backfires that, however remote, could at
the extreme pose an existential risk to humanity.
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https://www.internetsociety.org/resources/doc/2017/artificial-intelligence-and-machine-learning-policy-paper/
As measured using the traditional definition of price the organisation and its assets would fetch in the marketplace
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/manufacturing-jobs-are-never-coming-back/
http://www.oxfordmartin.ox.ac.uk/downloads/academic/The_Future_of_Employment.pdf

Like the Internet Society’s guiding principles for the
development and use of the internet55, these principles will
not, on their own, prevent unintended consequences. AI
safety research will need to continue as the field evolves and
industry, academia and policymakers will need to collaborate
to inform and enforce best practice in managing the risks and
benefits of advances in AI technology.

FIGURE 7: Common associations with artificial intelligence
SOURCE: Google and the Google logo are registered trademarks of
Google Inc., used with permission

50
51
52
46
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48
49

For example, the Beneficial AI 2017 conference53, held by the
Future of Life Institute54 in January 2017 brought together
more than 100 AI researchers from academia and industry
and thought leaders in economics, law, ethics, and philosophy
to address and formulate principles of beneficial AI. The
results were consolidated to 23 guiding principles intended to
ensure that applications of AI remain safe and act in society’s
best interests (see insert at the end of this section).

To discuss AI and societal risk contact
Sandro Grech, Senior Technology Strategy Consultant
Sandro.Grech@CambridgeConsultants.com

FIGURE 6: US manufacturing vs retail employment
SOURCE: fivethirtyeight.com

Attempting to hold back progress is not the solution.
Instead, we need to ensure that we have mechanisms in
place to facilitate shared benefit and shared prosperity from
the adoption of automation and AI. Society needs to learn
to race with machines, not against them. This will require
adjustments across many aspects of society, including the
way we learn, how we work, how wealth is shared across
members of society and how social security is financed.
The key challenge facing society is to continue using the
productivity gains from technology to create value for society
and ensure that the value is widely shared to sustain a
functioning economy and society.
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A range of responses have been suggested. ‘Robot taxes’ have
been suggested by Bill Gates and others in various forms –
either taxing the income that a robot replaces, on capital
invested in autonomous systems or on income generated by
autonomous systems. Elon Musk is a well known proponent of
the Universal Basic Income (UBI) which provides a guaranteed
income to all.

In addition to, or instead of52, economic measures people will
also need to be able to adapt. Therefore education and training
will play an increasingly important role in helping citizens
adapt to rapid changes in technology and employment.

18

Employment (millions)

 MANAGING UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES by recognising and
assessing risks, and ultimately ensuring that measures
are in place to limit the risk likelihood and appropriate
defensive measures are in place to limit the impact, should
any of the foreseen or unforeseen risks materialise

Manufacturing and retail employment
(seasoned adjusted)

2000

Ultimately, the impact of AI on society will depend on how
well such principles and values can be codified and where
necessary, translated into policies and regulated. The role
of these policies and regulations must be in support of two
fundamental goals:

This change is also visible at a macro-economic level. During
the 19th century, agricultural workers moved to factories.
At the turn of the 21st century, manufacturing workers in
many advanced economies shifted to find replacement work
in services (Figure 648). Unlike the move from agricultural to
industrial employment, the transition from manufacturing to
services was a significant income loss from high or middle
wage to low wage jobs. The next wave of automation is now
beginning to impact the retail and service sectors on a scale
that will potentially overshadow the previous transition from
manufacturing to retail and services.49

1998

Much work remains to be done in this space, but some
early progress has been made through the development and
publication of the Asilomar AI principles (see insert at the end
of this section) and policy papers published by institutions
including, for example, the “Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning: Policy paper” published by the Internet Society.46
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http://basicincome.org/news/2013/08/india-basic-income-pilot-project-releases-an-impressive-list-of-findings/
http://basicincome.org/news/2017/10/overview-of-current-basic-income-related-experiments-october-2017/
For example the EC Commissioner for digital policy has suggested that education and training will be more effective than fiscal measures.
https://www.euractiv.com/section/digital/news/ansip-insists-automation-wont-cause-mass-unemployment/
https://futureoflife.org/bai-2017/
https://futureoflife.org/
https://www.isoc.org/inet98/about.shtml
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ASILOMAR AI PRINCIPLES
At the Beneficial AI 2017 conference56, held at a conference centre in Asilomar, California
in January 2017, the Future of Life Institute57 brought together more than 100 AI researchers
from academia and industry and thought leaders in economics, law, ethics, and philosophy to
address and formulate principles of beneficial AI.
The results were consolidated to 23 guiding principles intended to ensure that applications of
artificial intelligence remain safe and act in society’s best interests.
The concept of superintelligence is often associated with the notion of a technological singularity,
where an AI system triggers runaway technological growth by continuously improving and
replicating itself.
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8.

JUDICIAL TRANSPARENCY: Any involvement by an autonomous system in judicial decision-making should provide a
satisfactory explanation auditable by a competent human authority.

9.

RESPONSIBILITY: Designers and builders of advanced AI systems are stakeholders in the moral implications of their
use, misuse, and actions, with a responsibility and opportunity to shape those implications.

10.

VALUE ALIGNMENT: Highly autonomous AI systems should be designed so that their goals and behaviors can be
assured to align with human values throughout their operation.

11.

HUMAN VALUES: AI systems should be designed and operated so as to be compatible with ideals of human dignity,
rights, freedoms, and cultural diversity.

12.

PERSONAL PRIVACY: People should have the right to access, manage and control the data they generate, given AI
systems’ power to analyze and utilize that data.

13.

LIBERTY AND PRIVACY: The application of AI to personal data must not unreasonably curtail people’s real or perceived
liberty.

RESEARCH ISSUES

14.

SHARED BENEFIT: AI technologies should benefit and empower as many people as possible.

1.

RESEARCH GOAL: The goal of AI research should be to create not undirected intelligence, but beneficial intelligence.

15.

SHARED PROSPERITY: The economic prosperity created by AI should be shared broadly, to benefit all of humanity.

2.

RESEARCH FUNDING: Investments in AI should be accompanied by funding for research on ensuring its beneficial use,
including thorny questions in computer science, economics, law, ethics, and social studies, such as:

16.

HUMAN CONTROL: Humans should choose how and whether to delegate decisions to AI systems, to accomplish
human-chosen objectives.

 How can we make future AI systems highly robust, so that they do what we want without malfunctioning or getting hacked?

17.

NON-SUBVERSION: The power conferred by control of highly advanced AI systems should respect and improve, rather
than subvert, the social and civic processes on which the health of society depends.

18.

AI ARMS RACE: An arms race in lethal autonomous weapons should be avoided.

 How can we grow our prosperity through automation while maintaining people’s resources and purpose?
 How can we update our legal systems to be more fair and efficient, to keep pace with AI, and to manage the risks
associated with AI?

LONGER-TERM ISSUES

 What set of values should AI be aligned with, and what legal and ethical status should it have?

3.
4.

SCIENCE-POLICY LINK: There should be constructive and healthy exchange between AI researchers and policy-makers.
RESEARCH CULTURE: A culture of cooperation, trust, and transparency should be fostered among researchers and

19.
20.

IMPORTANCE: Advanced AI could represent a profound change in the history of life on Earth, and should be planned
for and managed with commensurate care and resources.

21.

RISKS: Risks posed by AI systems, especially catastrophic or existential risks, must be subject to planning and

developers of AI.

5.

RACE AVOIDANCE: Teams developing AI systems should actively cooperate to avoid corner-cutting on safety standards.

CAPABILITY CAUTION: There being no consensus, we should avoid strong assumptions regarding upper limits on future
AI capabilities.

mitigation efforts commensurate with their expected impact.

ETHICS AND VALUES

56
57
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6.

SAFETY: AI systems should be safe and secure throughout their operational lifetime, and verifiably so where applicable
and feasible.

7.

FAILURE TRANSPARENCY: If an AI system causes harm, it should be possible to ascertain why.

22.

RECURSIVE SELF-IMPROVEMENT: AI systems designed to recursively self-improve or self-replicate in a manner that
could lead to rapidly increasing quality or quantity must be subject to strict safety and control measures.

23.

COMMON GOOD: Superintelligence should only be developed in the service of widely shared ethical ideals, and for the
benefit of all humanity rather than one state or organization.

https://futureoflife.org/bai-2017
https://futureoflife.org/
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4 THE AI RENAISSANCE: WHY IT IS TAKING
OFF NOW AND WHERE IT IS GOING
The great technological leaps in history have all been the
culmination and alignment of multiple enablers. The first
industrial revolution, from about 1760 to 1840, led to a huge
increase in economic output and with it came better wages
and a higher standard of living for much of the population.

a much more reliable and higher power output for a more
centralised factory

 TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAYS were needed to provide the simple
and intuitive interface needed for a mass consumer product

behaviours, performance and results rather than the ways they
are achieved. A selection of these is illustrated in Figure 9.

 ADVANCES IN MATERIALS AND MECHANICS, such as the mass
production of steel and manufacturing techniques such
as the use of milling machines and screw-cutting lathes,
enabled the development of more efficient specialised tools

 LOW-POWER PROCESSING was needed to crunch the many
applications which we regularly use on our smartphones

AI algorithms have improved significantly in recent years.
Faster compute and better data don’t just enable algorithms
to be trained to perform with better accuracy and inference,
but experimentation also becomes easier and more practical.
As a result, architectures that were originally designed in the
1980s, 1990s and 2000s are now able to be fully explored.

4.1 TECHNOLOGICAL ENABLERS HAVE FALLEN INTO PLACE

 All this was needed at a LOW ENOUGH COST that early adopters
could drive initial volumes high enough to allow later lower
cost devices to reach more consumers

 IMPROVEMENTS IN TRANSPORTATION, such as the steam
locomotive and steamship, enabled raw materials to be
brought from their sources – in many cases from global
locations – to a central point of manufacture and the
finished products to be sent to their destination markets

Before the arrival of the smartphone there had been early
precursors which indicated the applications and market
demand but failed to take off. It was only when all the
necessary technological (and market) building blocks were in
place that the scene was set for smartphones as we know
them today:

In this section we will explore the technological enablers which
are contributing to the revolution in AI which we are seeing, as
summarised in Figure 8.

4.2 ADVANCES IN AI TECHNIQUES

Machine learning (ML) is a general framework and family of
techniques that enable computer systems to computationally
improve with experience of performing a task. The experience
is typically built from examples of task data, but can also be
simulated or real-world experience from an agent-environment
interaction. ML is by far the largest field within AI and is
the focus of the most active research. Many of the recent
advances in ML have arisen from the development of artificial
neural networks (ANN) which are inspired by the workings of
animal brains. Table 2 outlines some of the most prominent
ANN techniques currently available.

 THE USE OF POWER SOURCES advanced from water wheels and
windmills to steam-powered engines which could provide

 ADVANCES IN BATTERY TECHNOLOGY were needed so that a
device could last for at least a day between charges

The term AI is used loosely to describe a wide range of
techniques of varying complexity. It is defined by its systems’

Increasingly other subfields of AI are being tackled with
ML methods. Prominent applications of ML include object

It did not happen in the mid-eighteenth century by chance.
Many different technologies had been advancing gradually
over the preceding decades, and only when the necessary
contributing factors were in place could the revolution gain
pace.

More recently, the rapid uptake of smartphones since the
launch of the iPhone in 2007 has demonstrated how quickly
a new technology can become pervasive.

Similarly, the technological enablers for widespread adoption
of AI have been falling into place in recent years. Early adopters
in technology industries have driven initial applications but
the scene is now set for widespread adoption to accelerate.

Greater impact of AI on society

AI

Advances in AI techniques

Increasing volume of available data

Increasing volume
of data collected

Reducing cost and
greater availablity
of data storage

Faster and more
pervasive connectivity

Increasing use of
personal computing
devices

Reducing cost of
local storage

Increasing use of
connected machines

Reducing cost of
cloud storage

Control

Agents
Increasing compute power

Reinforcement
learning
Bayesain
inference

Faster personal
devices

Faster GPUs

Improving mobile
and fixed network
technologies
Reducing cost of
transported data

Improving
semiconductor
technology

ML – Machine learning
AI – Artificial intellence
SVM – Support vector machine
MCMC – Markov chain Monte Carlo
NLP – Natural language programming

ML

Knowledge
discovery

...

Deep learning

Robotics
Logic

SVM
Clustering

MCMC

FIGURE 8: The technological enablers for AI are driving a greater impact on society
SOURCE: Cambridge Consultants
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Graphical
models
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Reasoning
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FIGURE 9: AI covers a range of different techniques and areas of application
SOURCE: Cambridge Consultants
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recognition, speech recognition, clustering and recommender
systems. ML can be further subdivided according to the kind
of data that is available to it:
 SUPERVISED LEARNING – each example consists of input data
and label pairs. The system has access to the correct label
and must learn the mapping from input to label

 UNSUPERVISED LEARNING – each example consists of input
data with no label. The system must learn the underlying
structure of the data, probability distributions over
parameters to generate the data
 REINFORCEMENT LEARNING – input data is gathered by the
system through interaction with the dynamic environment.

SELECTED
TECHNIQUES

DESCRIPTION

APPLICATIONS

Convolutional
Neural Network
(CNN)

 Like all neural networks,
CNNs comprise of many layers
of interconnected neurons. In
a CNN each layer acts as a
filter for the following layer

 Classifying music and video to improve recommendations for
content subscribers

 Each successive layer of
a CNN recognises more
complexity and abstract detail
than the last
Reinforcement
Learning (RL)

 Reinforcement learning
involves machines learning
from feedback – either in the
form of positive or negative
reinforcement
 The purpose is for the
machine to learn how to reach
a particular goal or outcome,
using trial and error

Generative
Adversarial
Networks
(GAN)

 One system generates,
another recognises. This
feedback loop allows both
systems to improve
 Both systems improve by
competing and the machine
improves its ability to generate
scenarios

Long Short
Term Memory
(LSTM)

 A type of neural network
which is well suited to
classify, process and predict
time series with time lags of
unknown size
 Good at learning from
sequences and predicting rare
events

TABLE 2: Selected neural network techniques
SOURCE: Cambridge Consultants

Some interactions generate positive or negative rewards.
The system must select actions to maximise the rewards
In addition, the explosion of data has allowed machines to be
exposed to ever larger and more comprehensive training sets.
The greater compute power has allowed machines to analyse
the data in a reasonable time frame, draw conclusions and
then use these conclusions to make decisions.
AFICIONADO: LSTM AND RNN TO CLASSIFY MUSICAL GENRE

where the user left off – taking as much information as it’s given
to build out the piece into a completed picture. Unlike typical
machine learning approaches which simply use mathematics to
generate approximations of art, Vincent is able to take the human
input given and produce a relevant, finished artwork.
Potential applications for Vincent-like GAN technology reach far
beyond art, with autonomous vehicles and digital security being
early use-cases. Here, the technology could be used to generate
training scenarios and simulations, introducing almost limitless
variation and convincing detail beyond what humans could
efficiently produce.

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and Long-Short Term
Memory (LSTM) are both classes of neural network that use
directionality between nodes to handle data that includes a
temporal element.

4.3 INCREASING VOLUME OF DATA AVAILABLE

Cambridge Consultants has developed a demonstration of
these techniques that is able to classify live music by genre.
This could be equally applicable to detecting faults in an
industrial system or rapidly assessing patient health from
sensor waveforms.

A critical enabler for AI has been the huge volume of data that
is now routinely generated, harvested and stored by digital
systems. These huge data sets can be used to train machines
and allow them to continuously learn and improve. The
increase in accessible data can be attributed to three factors:
 DIGITISATION OF SERVICES – increasing volume of data
collected

 Dimension and optimise networks by learning the drivers for
each class of device

Our Aficionado demonstration was tested by having a pianist
play a variety of music – covering baroque, classical, ragtime
and jazz genres – in a live demonstration. Applying complex
algorithms, the system then searched for different influences
and assessed the likely genre in real time. It overwhelmingly
outperformed conventional hand-coded software, painstakingly
written by humans.

 Optimise network policy in response to a changing
environment

GANS PRODUCE WORKS OF ART

 Image and video recognition in autonomous vehicles or
security systems
 Analysing the drivers for consumer churn, predicting churners
based on behaviour in order to intervene
 Natural language processing tasks such as search query
retrieval
 Machines that are used in manufacturing to move objects
can continually learn about the object to move it with greater
precision and speed
 Delivery management e.g. optimal route to serve customers
with just one vehicle

 Creating images from descriptive language
 Improving the quality of images – applications in a number of
fields including astronomy
 Generate parameters to create network slices on demand for
different users on the network
 Training anomaly detection systems – e.g. medical imaging,
network security
 Speech recognition and sentence classification –
understanding the semantic meaning of a sentence from
keywords and context
 Predictive maintenance of infrastructure
 Predicting rare events, such as flooding, based on sensory
data
 Anomaly detection based on expected configuration of a
network

Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) combine two AI systems.
One generates outputs, the other assesses or classifies them.
This feedback loop allows both systems to improve.

 CLOUD COMPUTE – reducing cost and greater availability of
data storage
 INTERNET OF THINGS – more pervasive connectivity
The digitisation of retail, media and telecommunications mean
that these areas are benefitting from AI first. The Internet of
Things – wearables, autonomous vehicles and smart cities –
will only expand the domains that AI can be applied to.
MORE DATA IS BEING COLLECTED

Cambridge Consultants demonstrated the potential creativity
of this set of techniques by developing Vincent, a breakthrough
machine which is capable of completing a drawing that has been
started with a human sketch. Completed ‘works of art’ combine a
users’ sketch with the digested sum of art since the renaissance,
as if Van Gogh, Cézanne and Picasso were inside the machine,
producing art to order.
Vincent was shown thousands of paintings from the Renaissance
period to the current day to study the works and build an
understanding of where contrast, colour and texture change. Now
trained, Vincent is able to interpret important edges in paintings
and uses this understanding to produce a complete picture.
To interact with Vincent, a user simply draws directly on a tablet.
Vincent will interpret the different lines being drawn and pick up

58
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The amount of data we are generating has been increasing
rapidly since the dawn of the Internet. Figure 10 shows the
exponential increase in internet traffic over the last 25 years
and the predicted increase up to 2021.
This increase in data has come from a combination of humans
and machines generating and accessing data:
 The increased ownership of personal computing devices
such as smartphones and tablets, shown in Figure 11, has
meant that more and more data is generated by each user
each day. Smartphone users provide data such as browsing
history, images and videos which can be used by many
online service providers such as Google and Facebook to
train AI algorithms58

https://techcrunch.com/2016/04/30/why-image-recognition-is-about-to-transform-business/
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 Data is generated through the ever increasing use of machine
to machine connections, as shown in Figure 12. These are
connections that do not require any human intervention in order
to collect or use data. This data can be analysed by AI algorithms,
enabling them to monitor and learn from the physical world

60

Price per GB of Hard Drive storage

40

1981 – $300,000

70

Decline in cloud storage costs

60
0.9

0.1

FIGURE 12: The number of digitally-connected machines in the UK
continues to grow rapidly
SOURCE: Ofcom Communications Market Report61

Hard disk drive storage has greatly reduced in cost, as shown in
Figure 13. This is largely down to improvements in technology
allowing greater capacity hard drives to be manufactured more
easily. There is a similar trend in the cost of flash storage
which is used in almost all portable devices. This has meant

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/vni-hyperconnectivity-wp.html
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/105441/uk-telecoms-networks.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/105441/uk-telecoms-networks.pdf
http://notebooks.com/2011/03/09/hard-drive-prices-over-time-price-per-gb-from-1981-to-2010/
https://gigaom.com/2014/04/19/moores-law-gives-way-to-bezoss-law/
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FIGURE 16: The average speed of fixed broadband in the UK has been
increasing rapidly
SOURCE: Ofcom64
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Lots of data is being generated by users and machines, and at
the same time there is a continuing dramatic reduction in the
cost of storing all that data.
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FIGURE 14: The cost of cloud storage continues to fall
SOURCE: Amazon Web Services data from Gigaom63
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FIGURE 15: New mobile technologies have provided increasingly
higher data rates
SOURCE: Cambridge Consultants
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There are two areas where this increase in computing power
has enabled AI to progress. The first is an increase in power of
Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) which are used by servers
to undertake machine learning. The second is the increase
in specification of personal computing devices which provide
more local processing of information and implementation of AI
models without the reliance on a connection to a cloud server.

Transistor gate length (nm)

FIGURE 11: The proportion of the UK population owning a personal
computing device has grown rapidly
SOURCE: Ofcom Communications Market Report60
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The increasing ability to connect devices to the Internet is driving
the ability not only to collect more data but also to provide control
of those devices by AI algorithms. Connectivity is becoming faster
and more widely available. The evolution of mobile technologies
from the first 2G digital systems of the early 1990s through to
today’s 4G and soon 5G has provided a rapid increase in the data
rate available to mobile devices, as shown in Figure 15. Mobile
connectivity enables devices to send and receive data while onthe-move or in locations which are difficult to access with wires.
But still most of the world’s data is transmitted through fixed
connections, thanks in part to WiFi offload65. Residential and
commercial premises have enjoyed higher data rates through their
fixed broadband connections, as seen for the UK in Figure 16.
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The evolution of AI techniques and the increased gathering
of data require an increasing ability to perform computations.
Without a corresponding increase in the availability of compute
power, AI would not be able to take advantage of these.
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4.4 INCREASING COMPUTE POWER
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FIGURE 13: The cost of hard drive storage has fallen dramatically
SOURCE: Notebooks.com62
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Increases in the availability and pervasiveness of fast
connections to the Internet (see below) also mean that large
amounts of data can be transmitted to cloud servers and stored
by cloud service providers. Figure 14 shows how the cost of
storing data in the cloud has fallen, which in turn is reducing
the barriers to organisations storing the large amounts of data
they are gathering as a digital asset.
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that devices can have large amounts of local storage for the
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FIGURE 17: The size of transistors within integrated circuits continues
to fall
SOURCE: ExtremeTech66

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/73953/fixed_bb_speeds_november_2014.pdf
https://blogs.cisco.com/sp/wi-fi-wanderlust-whats-happening-with-the-other-mobile-technology
https://www.extremetech.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/transistor-gate-length-scaling.jpg
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This increase in processing power is underpinned by the
continuing advances in semiconductor technology and the
shrinking size of transistors within processors.
As shown in Figure 17, the size of transistors has been
reducing year-on-year. Qualcomm announced at the beginning
of 2017 that their Snapdragon 835 processor will contain
10nm transistors67, meaning more processing power and lower
energy consumption.

NVIDIA GPU processing speed evolution

NEURAL PROCESSORS

QUANTUM COMPUTING

The increasing processing power available to personal computing
devices at a reducing cost, shown in Figure 19, enables more
local processing of information using AI algorithms. For example,
voice recognition is becoming increasingly effective on personal
devices. Increasingly, personal computing devices will contain
AI chips, such as Apple’s new iPhones which have a “neural
engine” and Huawei’s Mate 10 with a “neural processing
unit”69. This will pave the way for a greater number of AI apps
and functions being performed locally on mobile devices.

Neural or AI-specific processors emerged in 2017 with
announcements from Google71, Huawei72, IBM73, Intel74,
Nvidia75, Samsung76 and Tesla77 describing development work
or products on the way. Apple’s new iPhones and Huawei’s
Mate 10 already contain AI optimised processors.

The possibilities of AI together with quantum computing are
only just beginning to be explored but breakthroughs within
four to five years are predicted by some79. Initial gains are
expected to come from the processing power promised by
quantum computing, but initially only in applications suited
to its characteristics.

5

Increased processing power at lower cost
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FIGURE 18: The processing speed of GPUs has grown rapidly
SOURCE: Nvidia, GTX range68
*Teraflops = trillion floating point operations per second

FASTER GPUS
Increasing computing power has become available through
the use of GPUs for machine learning. These were initially
designed to carry out millions of calculations in parallel to
meet the demand for fast-moving graphics in video games.
Their massively parallel architectures are ideally suited to
performing the calculations required by machine learning
algorithms, and so GPUs have been harnessed to enable
machine learning algorithms to run quickly and efficiently.
The company best known for its GPUs, Nvidia, has released
increasingly powerful GPUs, as shown in Figure 18, increasing
the power available for machine learning applications.

67
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HIGHER SPECIFICATION PERSONAL DEVICES
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These developments will support advances both in training
and developing AI systems and also deploying AI processes
in user devices. For example, the type of neural processor
embedded in Apple’s latest iPhone enables more voice and
image recognition tasks to be carried out locally. This type of
system architecture reduces latency and power consumption,
reduces reliance on connectivity and offers benefits for privacy
and security, since data does not need to leave the device.
BLOCKCHAIN

GFLOPS

FIGURE 19: The cost of processing power has fallen rapidly while the
processing power available on iPhones has increased
SOURCE: Gizmodo70

4.5 WHERE IT IS GOING?
A large part of the innovation that we will see in the coming
years will arise from the interplay of AI with other technological
and commercial trends. For example, there are many synergies
between AI and 5G, and AI and the Internet of Things.
The adoption of network function virtualisation (NFV) and
distributed computing (edge, cloud and fog computing) will
support the transition to network architectures with suitably
low latencies and low cost processing power. We discuss some
further trends below.

https://www.qualcomm.com/news/onq/2017/01/03/meet-snapdragon-835-next-gen-processor-made-power-users
https://www.nvidia.com
https://www.theverge.com/2017/10/19/16502538/mobile-ai-chips-apple-google-huawei-qualcomm
https://gizmodo.com/the-trillion-fold-increase-in-computing-power-visualiz-1706676799
https://cloud.google.com/blog/big-data/2017/05/an-in-depth-look-at-googles-first-tensor-processing-unit-tpu
http://consumer.huawei.com/en/press/news/2017/ifa2017-kirin970/
http://fortune.com/2017/12/05/ibm-ai-chip-nvidia/
https://www.theverge.com/circuitbreaker/2017/10/17/16488414/intel-ai-chips-nervana-neural-network-processor-nnp
http://fortune.com/2017/12/05/ibm-ai-chip-nvidia/
https://www.pocket-lint.com/phones/news/samsung/142673-samsung-galaxy-s9-to-get-dedicated-neural-engine-for-ai-tasks
https://www.theverge.com/2017/12/8/16750560/tesla-custom-ai-chips-hardware

Until now, GPUs originally designed for rapid processing
of images and video, have delivered massive gains in
performance in AI tasks. Bespoke neural chips will continue
to drive gains in processing performance and power efficiency
through designs that are better optimised for neural networks
and other machine learning tasks.

Blockchain technology will have a role to play in expanding
the application of AI. Blockchains can be used to provide
verification and audit to data and to models. Some proponents
suggest that this will enable the sharing of training data, testing
data and models as auditability, verification and protection
can be provided. In turn this is expected to lead to better AI
systems and applications78.

NEW TECHNIQUES
Big step changes will still continue to emerge from advances
in new techniques as the field of research matures.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) were introduced in
201480 and have since shown great promise notably in relation
to image processing81. Recent work on capsule networks by
Geoff Hinton of Google/University of Toronto also shows
promise in relation to computer vision82. As more researchers
rush into studying AI and its applications, more breakthroughs
can be expected in the coming years.

To discuss advances in AI and ML contact
Monty Barlow, Director of Machine Learning
Monty.Barlow@CambridgeConsultants.com
or
Tim Winchcomb, Group Leader Technology Strategy
Tim.Winchcomb@CambridgeConsultants.com

The combination of AI and blockchain also opens up the
possibility of ‘smart contracts’ or AI Decentralised Autonomous
Organisations (DAOs). These could be entirely autonomous
software based legal entities encoded in blockchain and
executed by AIs. Applications could range from self-executing
stock trading to self-owned, autonomous taxis.

78
79
80
81
82

http://dataconomy.com/2016/12/blockchains-for-artificial-intelligence/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/603495/10-breakthrough-technologies-2017-practical-quantum-computers/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2661
https://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/vincent
https://www.wired.com/story/googles-ai-wizard-unveils-a-new-twist-on-neural-networks/
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5 IF YOU CAN’T BEAT THEM, JOIN THEM:
WHAT AI MEANS FOR GOVERNMENT
5.1 WHY AI CANNOT BE IGNORED
With the multitude of headlines describing the growth in the
field of AI in recent years one might be forgiven for thinking
that it is some all-encompassing force taking over industry,
society and politics. The truth is, however, that the research
and application of AI techniques is driven by the same forces
that apply to all science and technology:
 ECONOMIC – Cost reduction and raising revenues from
new markets or new services. Economic drivers are about
generating new value, either as consumer or supplier
surplus. AI techniques have shown great promise so far.
Some projections are as much as 14% additional growth in
global GDP by 203083
 SOCIAL/POLITICAL – People and governments are generally
working towards higher quality governance and better
outcomes in terms of quality of life. In the past,
technological progress has been a means to removing
dirty and dangerous jobs and generating leisure time for
the majority of people. Now technological progress is
progressing to taking over monotonous and repetitive tasks.
This may increase time available for creative or recreational
activities or it could result in other outcomes depending on
social and political impetus
 KNOWLEDGE – Better decision making by taking into
account more information, looking further into the future,
conducting more rigorous analysis, potentially removing
human heuristics and biases. This may be as part of a
pursuit of knowledge (scientific motivations for example) or
driven by economic incentives
Ultimately, specific applications driven by specific problems
collectively give rise to the trend that we see. The reason for
the rapid growth in the application of AI techniques in recent
years is the culmination of advances in processing power
and efficiency, storage and availability of data combined with
renewed interest in the field.
At the same time as AI techniques and algorithms continue
to evolve, the range of problems and markets to which they
are applicable increases. As the techniques become more
widely used they also lower the barriers to entry to an ever
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increasing pool of adopters. This fuels the demand just as the
supply-side barriers have been broken down, giving rise to the
explosion we’ve seen recently.

CATEGORY
TRANSPARENCY

This breadth of applicability might raise problems as AI is not
specific to an industry or sector, but regulations often are.
This highlights a need for joined up thinking between different
layers of government, regulators and industry to set the right
balance between AI risk and AI reward, as called for in Section
3 – Unintended consequences? Society in the age of AI.

ALGORITHMIC BIAS

The rate at which AI techniques have been adopted has
gathered pace across numerous industries in the past five
years or so. This has given AI safety researchers, and in
turn end users of the technology, a much better view of the
challenges that will need to be overcome to keep the risks it
presents at a manageable level. In Table 3 we set out six broad
categories which summarise the types of emerging challenges
that have been identified.

Many technologies appear to be a black box – outsiders don’t know how they operate. With AI systems,
often even the developers do not fully understand how they operate. For example, Reinforcement
Learning techniques optimise their behaviour based on outcomes, where humans only set the relative
importance of different criteria. Where a Recurrent Neural Network is used, the behaviour of the system
may not be easily reproducible as the inputs may vary over time. This gives rise to challenges around
liability and negligence when things go wrong.

Bias (intentional and unintentional) is already a known challenge in academia, engineering and more
broadly in society. The dominance of machine learning techniques in the field of AI means there is a
risk that biases in training data or algorithms may exacerbate existing inequalities.
On the other hand, some may argue that algorithmic bias may not be any worse than existing human
heuristics and biases.

BIG DATA
CHALLENGES

‘Big data’ techniques have been around since the 1990s so concerns around privacy, security and
competition arising from market concentration of data are not new.
Given the reliance of machine learning on data, and hence its significance in AI, these challenges are
as relevant as ever.

Undoubtedly more risks and challenges will be identified as we
continue to develop and adopt AI systems, so there is a need
for continued AI safety research to inform policymakers and
regulators on the best way to balance the upsides and downsides.

misalligned goals
programmed in that
prove to be inappropriate

DESCRIPTION

There is debate around whether there should be ‘right to an explanation’ for those affected by AI
decision making. Some are concerned about potential misuse for criminal or political purposes that
cannot be identified.

5.2 EMERGING CHALLENGES ARE BECOMING CLEAR

Conflicting
goals bias
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VALUE
MISALIGNMENT

How do we ensure that AIs are acting in alignment with human values? Take Nick Bostrom’s paperclip
maximiser85 thought experiment: Imagine an AI which has been given the task of maximising paperclip
production. It might start first by optimising existing manufacturing facilities but soon move to
transforming increasing portions of the Earth and its surrounding planets into paperclip factories.
This highlights how even seemingly simple AI systems need a degree of oversight in the form of human
values so that they do not become dangerous. There are familiar parallels here with the unintended
consequences of trading algorithms that have led to events like the 2010 Flash Crash.86

Data driven bias
training data is
skewed or has
omissions

DEFINING
RESPONSIBILITY

Similarity bias

Part of the advantage of AI systems is that they can operate with a degree of autonomy. Indeed that is
a significant part of their attraction. This raises the question of who is in control and who is responsible
when something goes wrong? Equally it is hard to understand if an occurrence was foreseeable, which
is crucial in apportioning culpability.
Consider the example of autonomous vehicles: Responsibility for an accident might lie in some
combination between the vehicle manufacturer, their supplier of AI technology, the owner of the vehicle
and any number of other parties involved in the accident. Understanding this patchwork of responsibility
and control will be crucial to building appropriate safeguards.

Bias from interaction
the tendency to start
Learns from user
from the same point
interaction,
of reference and
learns their
accept similar
Emergent bias
biases
results
self reinforcing bias,
the behaviour that creates
social media bubbles by
serving only what we ‘like’

POLICY

Fears have been raised about the weaponisation of AI (both in the physical and cyber domains) as well
as the exacerbation of existing inequalities arising from unequal access to the economic and social
advantages of AI systems, such as the impact on jobs and wealth as outlined in Section 3 – Unintended
consequences? Society in the age of AI
These are by and large existing problems which might be heightened by access to AIs.

FIGURE 20: Types of bias
SOURCE: Adapted from Techcrunch84

TABLE 3: Emerging challenges raised by AI

83
84
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http://press.pwc.com/News-releases/ai-to-drive-gdp-gains-of--15.7-trillion-with-productivity--personalisation-improvements/s/3cc702e4-9cac-4a17-85b9-71769fba82a6
https://techcrunch.com/2016/12/10/5-unexpected-sources-of-bias-in-artificial-intelligence/

85
86

https://www.economist.com/news/special-report/21700762-techies-do-not-believe-artificial-intelligence-will-run-out-control-there-are (behind paywall)
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/apr/22/2010-flash-crash-new-york-stock-exchange-unfolded
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5.3 IT WILL NEVER HAPPEN TO ME: SOME RULES ARE
REQUIRED TO PROTECT SOCIETY FROM UNINTENDED
CONSEQUENCES OF AI SYSTEMS
Since Asimov wrote his Three Rules of Robotics in 194287,
philosophers have debated how to ensure that autonomous
systems are safe from unintended consequences. As the
capabilities of AI have grown, academics and industry leaders
have stepped up their collaboration in this area, notably at the
Asilomar conference on Beneficial AI in 2017 (where attendees
produced 23 principles to ensure AI is beneficial, as outlined
in Section 3 – Unintended consequences? Society in the age
of AI), through the work of the Future of Life Institute88 and
OpenAI89 organisation.
With autonomous systems becoming faster and more efficient,
the impact of errors also scales – structural discrimination
in training data can be amplified into life changing impacts
entirely unintentionally. As these risks have become more
clearly understood, politicians around the world have started
debating how to deal with the impact of rapid growth in the
capabilities of AI and the adoption of AI techniques.
 The Japanese government was an early proponent of
harmonised rules for AI systems, proposing a set of 8
principles to members of the G7 in April 201690
 In December 2016 the White House published a report
summarising its work on “Artificial Intelligence, Automation,
and the Economy” which followed an earlier report entitled
“Preparing for the Future of Artificial Intelligence”. Together
these highlighted opportunities and areas where policy and
regulatory thinking needed to be advanced in the USA91
 In February 2017 the European Parliament Legal Affairs
Committee made recommendations about EU wide liability
rules for AI and robotics. MEPs also asked the European
Commission to review the possibility of establishing a
European agency for robotics and AI. This would provide
technical, ethical and regulatory expertise to public
bodies92

87
88
89
90
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93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
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 The UK’s House of Commons conducted a Select Committee
investigation into robotics and AI93 and concluded that it
was too soon to be setting a legal or regulatory framework,
but did highlight the following priorities that would require
public dialogue and eventually standards or regulation:
verification and validation; decision making transparency;
minimising bias; privacy and consent and; accountability
and liability. This is now being followed by a further Lord’s
Select Committee investigation which will report in Spring
2018
 The domain of autonomous vehicles, being somewhat more
tangible than many other applications for AI, seems to have
seen the most progress on developing rules. For example,
the Singaporean94, US95 and German96 governments have
set out how the regulatory framework for autonomous
vehicles will operate. These are much more concrete
than the general principles being talked about for other
applications of AI
In response to a perceived gap in the response from legislators,
many businesses are putting in place their own standards to
deal with legal and ethical concerns:
 At an individual business level, Google DeepMind has its
own ethics board97 and Independent Reviewers98
 At an industry level, the Partnership on AI99 between
Amazon, Apple, Google Deepmind, Facebook, IBM, and
Microsoft was formed in early 2017 to study and share
best practice. It has since been joined by academic
institutions and more commercial partners such as
eBay, Salesforce, Intel, McKinsey, SAP, Sony, as well as
charities such as UNICEF
 The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
has rolled out a standards project (“P7000 – Model Process
for Addressing Ethical Concerns During System Design”) to
guide how AI agents handle data and ultimately to ensure
that AIs will act ethically100

The Three Rules are widely attributed to Asimov’s 1942 book ‘Runaround’ though a subsequent Zeroth rule was added in ‘Robots and Empire’ in 1985.
https://futureoflife.org/
https://openai.com/
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/04/29/national/japan-pushes-basic-ai-rules-g-7-tech-meeting/
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/blog/2016/12/20/artificial-intelligence-automation-and-economy
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/blog/future-robotics-and-artificial-intelligence-europe and
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20170210IPR61808/robots-and-artificial-intelligence-meps-call-for-eu-wide-liability-rules
https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/science-and-technology-committee/inquiries/parliament-2015/robotics-and-artificial-intelligenceinquiry-15-16/
http://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/new-rules-for-autonomous-vehicles
https://talkingtech.cliffordchance.com/en/internet-of-everything/us-government-set-rules-for-self-driving-cars.html
https://www.bmvi.de/SharedDocs/DE/Pressemitteilungen/2017/128-dobrindt-massnahmenplan-ethikregeln-fahrcomputer.html (in German)
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/jan/26/google-deepmind-ai-ethics-board
https://deepmind.com/applied/deepmind-health/transparency-independent-reviewers/independent-reviewers/
https://www.partnershiponai.org/
https://standards.ieee.org/develop/project/7000.html

As long as these bottom-up, industry-led efforts prevent
serious accidents and problems, policymakers are likely not
to put much priority on setting laws and regulations. That
in turn could benefit AI developers by preventing innovation
being stifled by potentially heavy handed rules. On the
other hand, this might store up a knee-jerk reaction for
later – accidents are perhaps inevitable and the interests of
businesses and governments are not necessarily completely
aligned.
Regardless of the way in which rules are set and who imposes
them, we think the following principles identified by various
groups above are the important ones to capture in law and
working practices:
 RESPONSIBILITY: There needs to be a specific person
responsible for the effects of an autonomous system’s
behaviour. This is not just for legal redress but also for
providing feedback, monitoring outcomes and implementing
changes
 EXPLAINABILITY: It needs to be possible to explain to people
impacted (often laypeople) why the behaviour is what it is.
 ACCURACY: Sources of error need to be identified,
monitored, evaluated and if appropriate mitigated
against or removed
 TRANSPARENCY: It needs to be possible to test, review
(publicly or privately), criticise and challenge the
outcomes produced by an autonomous system.
The results of audits and evaluation should be
available publicly and explained
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leading academics such as Stephen Hawking and Erik
Brynjolfsson, and technology leaders such as Elon Musk of
Tesla and Space X, Steve Wozniak of Apple and Jen-Hsun
Huang of NVIDIA. This will help inform the public debate
that is required to balance the great risks of AI with its great
opportunities.

5.4 AI OFFERS POLICY OPPORTUNITIES FOR GOVERNMENTS
AS WELL
The adoption of AI technology on a large scale raises significant
societal challenges, around risks to jobs and the distribution
of wealth, the way we learn and work and spend our leisure
time – as discussed in Section 3 – Unintended consequences?
Society in the age of AI.
Amongst the well-publicised risks there are opportunities for
policymakers arising from developments in AI. Some of these
stem from operational or administrative improvements that AI
approaches enable in digitised systems. Others will emerge
that create completely new ways of carrying out the business
of government and public administration.

“Get this right, and we can create a more prosperous
economy with better and more fulfilling jobs. We can
protect our environment by using resources more
efficiently. And we can make government smarter, using
the power of data to improve our public services”101
GOVERNMENT OFFICE FOR SCIENCE, UK

 FAIRNESS: The way in which data is used should
be reasonable and respect privacy. This will help
remove biases and prevent other problematic
behaviour becoming embedded
Together, these principles, however they might
be enshrined in standards, rules and regulations,
would give a framework for the field of AI to flourish
whilst minimising risks to society from unintended
consequences. Risks from malicious actors
harnessing AI technology might be more complex to
address.
Continued research into explaining the behaviour of
AIs and risk assessments on algorithms is called
for by signatories to the Open Letter on Research
Priorities for Robust and Beneficial AI; including

101

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/566075/gs-16-19-artificial-intelligence-ai-report.pdf
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GOVERNANCE AND REGULATION
Policymakers and civil servants face the challenge of making
significant decisions based on multiple streams of complex and
sometimes incomplete information. AIs will support rigorous
evidence based policy making and improve the efficiency of
delivering governance and public administration.
 AI powered strategic advisers offer the ability to interrogate
and better understand complex information, simulate
outcomes and understand trade-offs. These might help
governments simulate the macro and micro-economic
impacts of changes to taxation regimes, to visualise
the impacts of climate change or to understand with
vastly improved rigour the benefits of different transport
or infrastructure investments. For example, in 2016
Improbable.io modelled the impact of autonomous vehicles
on the urban environment of Manchester102. This kind of
simulation could allow policymakers to easily visualise and
test the impact of multiple courses of action
 The day to day administration and operational challenges
of government could also benefit from the wider advances
in AI being adopted by businesses. ePassport gates are
already starting to carry out border control functions.
Customer service chatbots could be repurposed to operate
government department advice lines and switchboards.
Autonomous systems could cost effectively review tax
returns or visa applications and flag only the most uncertain
of cases for human review. Administrative operations that
are already accessed digitally will be the first to benefit
from the efficiency and accuracy gains that AI offers
 Many businesses in the finance sector, where the regulatory
burden has increased significantly in recent years as
reporting requirements are tightened (e.g. Dodd-Frank Act
and MiFID II), are already sophisticated users of AI systems
to ensure compliance and detect fraudulent activities. For
example, Intelligent Voice offers eDiscovery and monitoring
systems which can be used to spot insider trading103. The
US Securities Exchange Commission has been using AI
tools for nearly a decade across an increasing number of
its activities104
 It is not just the increasingly complex world of finance that
needs new regulatory tools. The deployment of increasing
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numbers of IoT enabled devices and their increasing interconnectedness will inevitably lead to the collection and
sharing of data on an unprecedented scale. This potentially
presents challenges for privacy, ownership of data, security,
interoperability, consumer choice and competition (e.g.
due to market concentration in data).

teaching110. Many of the tasks can be handled by virtual
teaching assistants (TAs) like that developed by Virginia
Tech’s Ashok Goel who developed ‘Jill Watson’ to respond
to routine questions from students enrolled on his MOOC,
leaving him and his real TAs to focus on the more difficult
or creative questions

–– So far regulators that have examined the regulatory
challenges presented by IoT (e.g. EU’s Article 29
Working Party in 2014105, US Federal Trade Commission
in 2015106 and US Department for Homeland Security
in 2017107) have not recommended any rules-based
regulation, instead opting to recommend general
principles and committing to monitor developments.

 However, most efforts in AI in Education (AIEd) to date have
instead been focused on the learners. Personalised tutors
are available to provide adaptive learning/personalised
learning e.g. Thinkster Math111 and Carnegie Learning112.
Some see this developing into a future with personalised
intelligent teaching agents in the cloud, across devices
accompanying us through lifelong education113

–– Recent years have seen a number of high profile IoT
failures, such as the Mirai IoT botnet that reportedly
pushed an entire country offline in 2016, or the 2017
Brickerbot attack which may have rendered up to 2
million connected devices unusable, so the point at which
regulation is required may not be far away. AI tools to
counter some of these threats are in development. MIT’s
Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
has developed a virtual security analyst, AI2, which can
be used to boost the effectiveness of current security
analysts108. IBM and Darktrace have also harnessed their
AI platforms for monitoring the integrity of IoT devices
and platforms109

 Other tools include conversational chatbots, such as
Cognii114, or personalised games which are capable of
continuous assessment without formal tests to monitor
educational achievement and to diagnose sticking points

EDUCATION
AIs deployed in education offer the possibility of personalisation
at scale, through customised curricula to virtual teaching
assistants for all, without significantly increasing overall
expenditure on education. Teachers are likely to be freed from
marking and administrative tasks to focus their efforts on
working with detailed educational analytics to intervene in the
most difficult of cases and to provide the social element of
education that might not be best delivered digitally.
 In many jurisdictions teachers are increasingly being given
responsibility for data collection and analysis, safeguarding,
first aid, counselling and health and safety. 83% of British
teachers (according to a 2017 survey by a teachers’ union)
currently see these administrative tasks as a significant
part of their workload without an obvious contribution to

https://improbable.io/company/news/2016/02/12/operational-control-of-autonomous-vehicle-fleets-powered-by-spatialos
http://www.intelligentvoice.com/
https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/bauguess-big-data-ai
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/documentation/opinion-recommendation/files/2014/wp223_en.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/federal-trade-commission-staff-report-november-2013-workshop-entitled-internet-things-privacy/150127iotrpt.pdf
https://www.dhs.gov/securingtheIoT
https://www.darkreading.com/operations/mit-ai-researchers-make-breakthrough-on-threat-detection/d/d-id/1325160?
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/watson/2017/08/ai-is-the-future-of-cybersecurity-how-watson-helps-detect-threats-faster-and-better-protect-your-organization/ and
https://www.darktrace.com/resources/wp-global-threat-report-2017.pdf

HEALTHCARE
As described in Section 2, the healthcare sector will
significantly change as a result of the adoption of AI systems.
Chatbots, healthcare analytics, robotics and automation
provide opportunities in clinical settings and in public health.
Further significant opportunities lie in the growing challenges
of eldercare, given that 17% of the world’s population in 2030
is expected to be over 60 years115. In Europe this proportion
is already over 25% and all other regions of the world are
expected to reach this level by 2050115.
 Relatively straightforward gains will come from automating
administrative tasks. Drfocused116 (a provider of
administrative and rostering assistance tools for hospitals)
claim that doctors spend 30% of their time on data entry.
Streamlining non-medical tasks will free up healthcare
professional’s time for patients
 A significant impact will also come from providing
assistance in the home to the elderly or otherwise
vulnerable. For example, Intuition Robotic’s Elli.Q ageing
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companion117 is designed to help relieve loneliness and
maintain independence for longer
DEVELOPMENT
Efforts to tackle domestic and international poverty are
punctuated by debates over the efficacy of aid, trade policy
and other interventions. The massively expanded data
analytics capabilities offered by AI may help resolve some of
these debates. Community led efforts to tackle food waste
and enable the sharing economy might also receive a boost
from the additional performance of AI providing new insights
or making better matches.
 Harvesting, an AI startup, is working to help charities and
NGOs optimise their investment decisions for maximum
benefit. This includes using AI techniques to analyse
satellite imagery and identify areas in need of investment
in irrigation or other farming tools118
 Other tools having an impact in this area make use of the
sharing economy or the smartphones that proliferate now
even in developing countries. Plantix119 is a smartphone
based service for the analysis of crop health. EatBy120 helps
users reduce food waste. Sharing services such as Ofo121,
Mobike122 and Uber for travel; Olio123 for sharing surplus
food and Rentus124 for sharing any goods or services use
AI for automating their matching, rating and authentication
functions so that they can operate at a low enough cost
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND CIVIL SOCIETY
Every society faces challenges in engaging with its entire
population. People with disabilities, learning difficulties and
language barriers are often unable to participate as fully as
they would like. Simple measures enabled by AI such as
auto-captioning of videos, text-to-speech, text-translation
and navigation aids are already being adopted widely.
Even seemingly simple tools that help with understanding
of complex documents, processes or relationships are
significant for those who are disenfranchised by physical or
social barriers.

https://www.tes.com/news/school-news/breaking-news/nearly-half-young-teachers-planning-quit-over-high-workload
https://hellothinkster.com/
https://www.carnegielearning.com/
https://www.pearson.com/content/dam/corporate/global/pearson-dot-com/files/innovation/Intelligence-Unleashed-Publication.pdf
http://www.cognii.com/
https://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/Publications/Files/WPP2017_KeyFindings.pdf
http://drfocused.com/
https://www.intuitionrobotics.com/
https://channels.theinnovationenterprise.com/articles/ai-in-developing-countries
https://plantix.net/
https://www.eatbyapp.com/
http://www.ofo.so/
https://mobike.com/
https://olioex.com/about/
https://www.enterprisetech.com/2017/01/12/shared-economy-start-uses-ai-based-compatibility-testing-online-rental-marketplace/
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 The European Commission is funding the ‘Able to Include’
project which is developing assistive technology to help
people with intellectual disabilities to use social media125.
This includes tools to caption images and translate text into
easy-to-understand language
 ClarifAi developed its Spectrum Navigator app to help
those on the autism spectrum struggling with navigation
to use landmarks, instead of abstract diagram based
alternatives126
PUBLIC SAFETY AND SECURITY
Many people have concerns about online bulk data collection.
An AI powered approach would allow for better targeting of
policing in cyberspace and in the real world. AI enabled fraud
detection is already a well established use case following the
pioneering work of Darktrace127. Cameras, drones, robots and
disaster prediction systems all offer the possibility to respond
faster to natural disasters whilst decreasing the risks to
emergency service personnel.

 Some police forces are trialling the use of AI systems in
solving crimes and decision making. Belgian and British
police are trialling a system, VALCRI, which can generate
plausible hypotheses based on evidence fed to it132. A UK
police force is also trialling the use of AI tools in making
custody decisions133 and the Dubai police force is reported
to be planning for 25% of its force to be made up of robots
by 2030134
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To discuss AI opportunities for government and the public
sector contact
Michal Gabrielczyk, Senior Technology Strategy Consultant
Michal.Gabrielczyk@CambridgeConsultants.com

 The Shenzhen Center for Disease Control and Prevention
uses data on meteorological conditions, air quality,
geography, economics, population and population mobility
fed into a series of machine learning models in order to
forecast flu outbreaks and help mitigate the impact of the
disease128
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
 IBM Australia used the IBM Watson platform, fed with
data on wildfires and climate, to help design a system that
emergency services could use to predict the outbreak and
spread of wildfires129
 Microsoft’s ‘AI for Earth’ programme130 aims to develop
AI to support research on environmental issues. Initial
partnerships with academics are using AI to accelerate
research on agriculture, water, biodiversity and climate
change – all issues with wide ranging impacts on society.
Climate research in particular is likely to be significantly
bolstered by AI due to the vast volumes of data from
disparate sources131
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http://able-to-include.com/
http://blog.clarifai.com/clarifai-featured-hack-spectrum-navigator-is-a-gps-app-that-helps-people-navigate-by-landmark/#.Wa6Gp7KGNEZ
https://www.darktrace.com/overview/
https://www.ibm.com/watson/advantage-reports/ai-social-good-public-safety.html
http://www.kdd.org/kdd2016/subtopic/view/dynamic-and-robust-wildfire-risk-prediction-system-an-unsupervised-approach
https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2017/12/11/ai-for-earth-can-be-a-game-changer-for-our-planet/
https://www.nature.com/news/how-machine-learning-could-help-to-improve-climate-forecasts-1.22503#related-links
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg23431254-000-ai-detective-analyses-police-data-to-learn-how-to-crack-cases/
http://news.sky.com/story/durham-police-using-artificial-intelligence-ai-to-make-custody-decisions-10871239
http://edition.cnn.com/2017/05/22/tech/robot-police-officer-future-dubai/index.html
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